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ABSTRACT
First-Principles Study of Properties, Morphologies, Synthesis, and
Applications of Low-Dimensional Materials
by

Luqing Wang
The non-trivial properties of low-dimensional (LD) materials due to quantum
confinement effect miraculously advance our understanding of the fundamental
physics principles of nature. This thesis explores the electronic and mechanical
properties, morphologies, synthesis mechanism, and electro-catalytic applications of
LD materials through employing state-of-art computational method of first
principles calculations, especially density functional theory (DFT). Regarding
electronic and mechanical properties, band gap transitions of MoS2 and WS2,
anisotropy of phosphorene and low contact barrier of 2H/1T’ MoTe2 junction were
analyzed. About morphologies, strategies for asymmetric two-dimensional (2D)
materials were proposed. With respect to synthesis, growth mechanism of
borophene on Au (111) and line defects of that on Ag (111) are discussed. For
electro-catalytic applications, hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in 2D materials are illustrated.
These theoretical investigations agree well with experimental measurements, and
provide insights for the understanding of the mechanisms of LD materials.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Overview of Thesis
Low-dimensional materials possess non-trivial properties due to quantum
confinement effect, which are nonexistent in their three-dimensional (3D) bulk
counterparts, miraculously advancing our understanding of the fundamental
physics principles of nature. Meanwhile the developments of first principles
calculations, such as density functional theory, tremendously accelerate the
exploration of low-dimensional materials, especially in the aspects that are
impractical in experiments up to now, such as in the conditions of extremely high or
low temperatures or pressures. This thesis elaborates the explorations of lowdimensional materials through the theoretical methods of density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. Later, sub-Chapter 1.2 briefly introduces DFT.
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Following a brief introductory chapter, Chapter 2 discusses the electronic
and mechanical properties of 2D materials. Firstly, accurate band gaps as a function
of homogeneous biaxial strain in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides were
investigated, in consideration of various perturbative corrections to the DFT
electronic structure, e.g. GW, spin-orbit coupling, as well as many-body excitonic
and trionic effects. We show that all of these corrections are of comparable
magnitudes and need to be included in order to obtain an accurate electronic
structure. Secondly, the effects of uniaxial stress along an arbitrary direction on
mechanical and electronic properties of phosphorene were explored, resulting in
the enhancement of inherent anisotropy. Thirdly, the Schottky barrier in 2H/1T’
MoTe2 in-plane hetero-junction was calculated and compared with experimental
measurements.
Next, Chapter 3 is devoted to the morphologies of asymmetric 2D materials.
Firstly, the general lingering problem in the asymmetric materials morphologies is
presented. Then, our solutions are illustrated through two types of real materials —
low-symmetric SnS and non-symmetric AgNO2. Finally, the general strategies for all
asymmetric materials are summarized.
Chapter 4 addresses the synthesis mechanism and electronic properties of
2D boron, i.e. borophene. In the first part, the growth mechanism of borophene on
substrate Au (111) is proposed. Boron diffuses into Au at elevated temperatures and
segregates to the surface to form borophene islands as the substrate cools. The
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second part reveals the line defects in borophene on substrate Ag (111). Preferred
periodically intermix structures and charge density wave are analyzed.
Last but not least, electro-catalytic applications of 2D materials are
illustrated in Chapter 5. Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in 2D materials were explored
by DFT. These results are all in well agreement with experimental observations.

1.2. Density Functional Theory
This thesis employed state-of-art computational method of density functional
theory (DFT)1,2 calculations. In the field of condensed matter theory, our goal is to
describe the properties and understand the mechanisms of condensed matter
systems from the fundamental physics principles of nature. For a condensed matter
system, which is usually composed by huge amount of electrons and nuclei, all
physical properties can be known by solving the Schrodinger equation HΨ(r,R) =
EΨ(r,R) with many-body Hamiltonian:
𝑒 2 𝑍𝐼 𝑍𝐽
−ℏ2 2
−ℏ2 2
1
1
𝑒 2 𝑍𝐼
1
𝑒2
𝐻=∑
∇𝑟𝑖 + ∑
∇𝑅𝐼 + ∑
− ∑
+ ∑
|𝒓𝒊 − 𝑹𝑰 | 2
2𝑚
2𝑀
2
|𝑹𝑰 − 𝑹𝑱 | 2
|𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋 |
𝑖

𝐼

𝐼≠𝐽

𝑖,𝐼

Equation 1.1 − Many-Body Hamitonian.

𝑖≠𝑗
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where the first two terms are the kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei,
respectively; the last three terms are the interactions of nucleus-nucleus, nucleuselectron, and electron-electron, respectively. In most solids, the amount of electrons
and nuclei is around 1023 to 1026, thus the variables in the many-body wave-function
Ψ(r,R) are countless.
To solve such a complex problem, approximations have to be introduced for
simplification. The first approximation is based on the truth that the mass of nucleus
is much larger than that of electron, and nucleus moves much slower and can be
considered as stationary compared with electrons. Thus the wave-functions of
nuclei and electrons can be decoupled, which is known as the Born-Oppenheimer or
adiabatic approximation.3 The Schrodinger equation becomes HΨ(r,R) = (He +
HN)Ψ(r)Ψ(R). If the positions of nuclei are known, the problem is reduced to solve
Schrodinger equation of electrons HeΨ(r) = EeΨ(r).
While for the Schrodinger equation of electrons, there’re still on the order of
1023 electrons in most real solid. For further simplification, mean-field
approximation is induced to reduce Schrodinger equation for many-body into that
for single-particle orbitals. It considers the behavior of one electron, and treat all
other electrons as a background or mean-field. Mean-field approximation includes
Hartree approximation and Hartree-Fock approximation. Hartree approximation
treat the many-body wave-function as the product of single-particle orbitals:
Ψ𝑒𝐻 (𝒓𝟏 , 𝒓𝟐 , … , 𝒓𝑵 ) = 𝜙1 (𝒓𝟏 ) 𝜙2 (𝒓𝟐 ) … 𝜙𝑁 (𝒓𝑵 )
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Equation 1.2 – Hartree wave-function.

While Hartree-Fock approximation treat it as a single Slater determinant of the
single-particle orbitals:
𝜙1 (𝒓𝟏 ) 𝜙2 (𝒓𝟏 ) ⋯ 𝜙𝑁 (𝒓𝟏 )
𝜙 (𝒓 ) 𝜙2 (𝒓𝟐 ) ⋯ 𝜙𝑁 (𝒓𝟐 )
Ψ𝑒𝐻𝐹 (𝒓𝟏 , 𝒓𝟐 , … , 𝒓𝑵 ) =
| 1 𝟐
|
⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮
√𝑁!
𝜙1 (𝒓𝑵 ) 𝜙2 (𝒓𝑵 ) ⋯ 𝜙𝑁 (𝒓𝑵 )
1

Equation 1.3 − Hartree-Fock wave-function.

The corresponding single-particle Schrodinger equation is hϕi(r) = εiϕi(r).
In quantum physics, wave-function includes 3N coordinate components as
variables if the amount of electrons is N. It’s impracticable to solve many-body
Schrodinger equation exactly. The main idea of density functional theory (DFT) is
based on Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem1 that the total energy of the many-body system
is uniquely determined by the charge density, thus the many-body ground state can
be determined by minimizing the total energy with respect to the charge density.
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 1: The external potential for a system of interacting
particles is uniquely determined by the ground state density. Hohenberg-Kohn
Theorem 2: The ground state density is the density that minimizes the energy
functional. Based on this idea, a practical solution is Kohn-Sham formulation.1 The
charge density is treated as:
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𝑛(𝒓) = ∑|𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑆 (𝒓)|

2

𝑖

Equation 1.4 – Kohn-Sham charge density.

where 𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑆 (𝑟) are non-interacting single-particle orbitals. By minimizing the total
energy with respect to the charge density, it leads to a set of self-consistent singleparticle Schrodinger equations:
∇2
[− + 𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝒓) + 𝑉𝐻 (𝒓) + 𝑉𝑥𝑐 (𝒓)] 𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑆 (𝒓) = 𝜀𝑖𝐾𝑆 𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑆 (𝒓)
2

Equation 1.5 − Kohn-Sham equation.

where the 3rd term VH is Hartree potential, and last term Vxc is the exchangecorrelation functional. VH can be gotten by solving Poisson equation –∇2VH(r) = n(r).
The remaining puzzle is how to determine the exchange correlation functional. Up
to now, the widely used exchange correlation functional include the local density
approximation (LDA),4 the generalized gradient approximation (GGA),5 and hybrid
functional. LDA treats the system as a uniform electron gas, while GGA includes the
local gradient of the charge density. A hybrid functional is a linear combination of
the Hartree–Fock exact exchange functional and the exchange-correlation density
functional. One example is Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE) functional,6 which is
used in sub-Chapter 2.2.
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Chapter 2

Electronic and Mechanical Properties
of Two-Dimensional Materials

2.1. Direct-Indirect Band Gap Transition of Strained Monolayer
MoS2 and WS2
This work has been published on Ann. Phys. 526, L7–L12 (2014).7
Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides are promising materials for
photoelectronic devices. Among them, molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) and tungsten
disulphide (WS2) are some of the best candidates due to their favorable band gap
values and band edge alignments. Here we consider various perturbative
corrections to the DFT electronic structure, e.g. GW, spin-orbit coupling, as well as
many-body excitonic and trionic effects, and calculate accurate band gaps as a
function of homogeneous biaxial strain in these materials. We show that all of these
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corrections are of comparable magnitudes and need to be included in order to
obtain an accurate electronic structure. We calculate the strain at which the directto-indirect gap transition occurs. After considering all contributions, the direct to
indirect gap transition strain is predicted to be at 2.7% in MoS2 and 3.9% in WS2.
These values are generally higher than the previously reported theoretical values.
2.1.1. Introduction
Strain tuning of electronic and optical properties of materials could provide a
new approach to enhancing their characteristics, e.g. increasing carrier mobilities or
adjusting electronic band gaps. 2D materials represent an important group where
strain tuning can be easily achieved. 8,9 In particular, in monolayer MoS2 and WS2
strain tuning may be used to vary the band gaps and induce a direct to indirect band
gap transition. The band gap values and band edge positions in these twodimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are well suited for solar
energy harvesting and photoelectric applications. Unlike their bulk counterparts,
unstrained monolayer MoS2 and WS2 have direct gaps, and undergo a direct-indirect
gap transition under applied strain. As the indirect band gap may limits their optical
uses, the critical strain at which the gap transition occurs in these materials must be
known accurately; however, it is not yet firmly established either experimentally1012,

or theoretically.13-15
Conley et al. 10 reported the direct-to-indirect transition in the optical band

gap of monolayer MoS2 at the applied strain of 1%, based on the decrease in the
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photoluminescence intensity. However, peaks are assigned by deconvolution, which
is not always reliable, and the decrease is also observed at lower strains, e.g. 0.5% or
0.6%, so that in fact there is no sharp change indicating the transition. No indirect
transition peak is observed at 1%, which would be indicative of the creation of the
indirect gap. He et al. 11 and Gomez et al. 12 observed the strain-induced reduction of
both the direct and indirect band gaps by photoluminescence, although the exact
transition point to the indirect gap was not reported. Previously, theoretical studies
of the effect of strain on electronic structure in MoS2 and WS2 TMDs have been
performed, often yielding differing results.
A number of theoretical studies have concluded that the gap transition in
MoS2 occurs at 1% strain based on the PBE calculations. These calculations
considered neither the spin-orbit coupling nor many-body effects. Zhang et al. have
found that the monolayer MoS2 remains a direct gap semiconductor up to 4%
uniaxial strain with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, but without the consideration
of excitonic effects. Theoretical results of Conley et al. 10 show the gap transition at
5% strain based on the GW approximation, and at 0.1% strain when including
excitonic effect, while GW calculations by Shi et al. give the strain of 1% without
adding the spin-orbit coupling. These discrepancies in calculated transition strains
indicate that many significant contributions (spin-orbit coupling, excitonic, trionic,
and other types of electron correlations, electron-phonon interactions) affect the
value of the band gap and its dependence on strain. In this work, we evaluate
contributions from the several (leading) of these effects and show that they indeed
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have comparable magnitudes. We next include these contributions to obtain the
most accurate theoretical band gaps and transition strains in these materials. We
also explain the differences that exist in the reported values of the band gaps that
have been calculated earlier.
2.1.2. Method
We use the density functional theory (DFT) with the PBE functional as an
unperturbed solution, and apply various corrections, such as spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) and GW formalism to obtain self-energies and modified Kohn-Sham energy
eigenvalues, and also consider many-body excitonic and trionic effects. In line with
the general treatment of the first-order perturbation theory, each of the effects is
considered independently, and the corrections are then added up to yield the final
values of energies and band gaps.
DFT calculations were performed within both the local density
approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA, PBE
functional) to the exchange-correlation potential, using the projector
augmented wave (PAW) method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP). 16-19 Twelve valence electrons are included for Mo and W pseudoatoms, and six electrons for the S pseudo-atom. The electronic wave function was
expanded in a plane wave basis set with the kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. A
vacuum slab of more than 20Å (periodical length in z direction is 24Å) is added in
the direction normal to the nano-sheet plane. For the Brillouin zone integration, a 9
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× 9 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh is used. GW calculations were based on the
PBE solutions. We employed 84 empty bands to calculate the full frequencydependent dielectric function and obtain the G0W0 quasiparticle energies. The spinorbit coupling was included into our calculations using a PAW implementation in
VASP.
Exciton and trion binding energies were obtained within the effective mass
model, using the potential proposed by Keldysh for thin films. 20 The effective inplane 2D interaction for the charges separated by the distance 𝜌 = (𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 )1/2 has
the form: 20

𝑉2𝐷 (𝜌) =

𝜋𝑒 2
𝜌
𝜌
[𝐻0 ( ) − 𝑌0 ( )]
(𝜀1 + 𝜀2 )𝜌0
𝜌0
𝜌0

Equation 2.1 – The effective in-plane 2D interaction.

where 𝐻0 and 𝑌0 are the Struve function and the Bessel function of the second kind,
and 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 are the permettivities of the surrounding media. In the strictly 2D limit
of a polarizable plane in vacuum (𝜀1,2 = 1), the screening length is given by 𝜌0 =
2𝜋𝜒2𝐷 , where 𝜒2𝐷 is the 2D polarizability of the planar material. 21 To extract the 2D
polarizability and thus the screening length 𝜌0 , we employ the relation: 22

𝜀 𝑥𝑦 (𝐿𝑐 ) = 1 +

4𝜋𝜒2𝐷
1
+ 𝑂 ( 2)
𝐿𝑐
𝐿𝑐

Equation 2.2 − The in-plane dielectric constant.
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where 𝐿𝑐 is the interlayer separation for a supercell containing two AB-aligned
monolayers of MoS2 or WS2 separated by vacuum. The in-plane dielectric constant
𝜀 𝑥𝑦 is the (𝑞𝑥 , 𝑞𝑦 ) → 0 limit (head) of the full dielectric function. Expressing the
reduced mass 𝜇 as 1/𝜇 = 1/𝑚𝑒 + 1/𝑚ℎ , where 𝑚𝑒 and 𝑚ℎ are the electron and hole
effective masses, respectively, the trion Hamiltonian can be written as: 22

𝐻𝑡𝑟𝑖 = −

1
1
(∇𝜌21 + ∇𝜌22 ) −
∇ ∙ ∇ − 𝑉2𝐷 (𝜌1 ) − 𝑉2𝐷 (𝜌2 ) + 𝑉2𝐷 (|𝜌1 − 𝜌2 |)
2𝜇
2𝑚ℎ 𝜌1 𝜌2

Equation 2.3 − The trion Hamiltonian.

For the trion envelope wave function, the following variational form is considered:
23

ψ𝑡𝑟𝑖 (𝜌1 , 𝜌2 ; a, b) = 2−1/2 [ψ𝑡𝑟𝑖 (𝜌1 ; a)ψ𝑡𝑟𝑖 (𝜌2 ; b) + ψ𝑡𝑟𝑖 (𝜌1 ; b)ψ𝑡𝑟𝑖 (𝜌2 ; a)]

Equation 2.4 − The trion envelope wave function.

Here, ψ𝑒𝑥 (𝜌; a) = 𝑎(2/𝜋)1/2 exp(−𝜌a).
2.1.3. Results and Analysis
Strain-less monolayer MoS2 and WS2 are a K to K direct band gap
semiconductors with respective experimental optical band gap of ~1.85 eV and
~1.99 eV. 24 A transition from a K to K direct band gap to a  to K indirect band gap
can be induced by strain in these materials. As the strain increases, the highest filled
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band at the  point goes up and overtakes the maximum at the K point as the top of
the valence band, resulting in the transition. The calculated electronic band
structures of monolayer WS2 at various biaxial strains are shown in Figure 2.1 in
three approximations: PBE without and with spin-orbit coupling (PBE+SOC), and
G0W0 approximation based on the PBE solution without SOC (PBE+GW). Band
structures are shown for 0%, 1%, and 5% strain. One notices appreciable
differences among these solutions, and that corrections given to DFT by including
SOC and performing GW are about same order of magnitude.

Figure 2.1 − PBE, PBE+SOC, and GW band structures of monolayer WS2 under
biaxial strain of (a) 0%, (b) 1% and (c) 5%, respectively. PBE bands are shown
by dashed black lines, PBE+SOC band by solid red lines, and GW eigenvalues
are shown by purple circles. The Fermi level is set to zero.

It is clear that all of these contributions need to be considered when carrying
out a theoretical estimate of the band gaps values. In order to maintain closest
structural correspondence with the actual systems, we used the 2H phase with
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experimental equilibrium room-temperature in-plane lattice constants of the bulk
materials in all our calculations. The experimental lattice constants that were used
were a=3.161 Å for MoS2, and a=3.153 Å for WS2. 25 Corresponding biaxial tensile
strains were defined with respect to these values. Vertical positions of sulfur atoms
were optimized at each value of the strain. It was verified that the discrepancy
between these optimized and actual positions of sulfur atoms did not affect the band
structure significantly. Figure 2.2 shows optimized atomic positions and partial
charge densities of conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum
(VBM) states of WS2 under 0% and 5% strain. The CBM orbital exhibits 𝑑𝑧 2
character, while the VBM orbital has 𝑑𝑧 2 + 𝑑𝑥 2 −𝑦 2 character, in both strained and
unstrained cases. For MoS2, all corresponding orbitals are similar to those of WS2.

Figure 2.2 − Partial charge densities of (a) conduction band minimum (CBM)
and (b) valence band maximum (VBM) states of 2D WS2 without strain, and (c)
CBM and (d) VBM states of 2D WS2 under 5% strain. Yellow spheres represent
sulfur atoms, and dark blue spheres represent tungsten atoms. All charge
density iso-surfaces are shown at the same level of charge density.
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Table 2.1 summarizes lattice constants, polarizabilities, exciton and trion
binding energies, as well as corrections to the PBE band gaps given by the SOC and
GW terms for monolayer MoS2 and WS2 under different biaxial strains. The in-plane
polarizibality 𝜒2𝐷 was calculated according to Equation 2.2 from the DFT dielectric
function obtained using the random phase approximation and neglecting local field
effects. By separating the total value of the band gap into contributions from various
terms, as presented in Table 2.1, one can appreciate the influence of various effects
on the magnitude of the gap.
strain

MoS2

WS2

0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%

𝑎 (Å)

3.160
3.192
3.223
3.255
3.286
3.318
3.153
3.185
3.216
3.248
3.279
3.311

𝜒2𝐷
6.989
7.170
7.286
7.485
7.678
8.023
6.462
6.519
6.587
6.797
6.800
6.953

𝐸𝑒𝑥 (meV)
ΚΚ
-532
-515
-502
-488
-476
-459
-508
-498
-490
-475
-473
-464

ΚΓ
-600
-575
-557
-537
-520
-498
-579
-564
-550
-530
-524
-511

𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑖
(meV)
ΚΚ ΚΓ
-24 -26
-24 -25
-23 -25
-23 -24
-22 -23
-21 -22
-25 -27
-24 -26
-24 -26
-23 -25
-23 -25
-23 -24

∆𝐸𝑔𝐺𝑊 (eV)
ΚΚ
1.002
0.978
0.956
0.933
0.902
0.889
1.104
1.086
1.059
1.030
0.993
0.966

ΚΓ
1.209
1.180
1.152
1.126
1.093
1.073
1.252
1.228
1.197
1.162
1.114
1.085

∆𝐸𝑔𝑆𝑂𝐶
(meV)
ΚΚ
ΚΓ
-78
-9
-79
-9
-79
-8
-80
-7
-80
-6
-81
-6
-270
-87
-266
-72
-264
-61
-263
-51
-263
-44
-263
-37

Table 2.1 − Lattice constants (𝒂), polarizibality (𝝌𝟐𝑫 ), the exciton binding
energy (𝑬𝒆𝒙 ) and the trion binding energy (𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒊 ), corrections to the PBE band
𝑺𝑶𝑪
gaps given by the GW (∆𝑬𝑮𝑾
𝒈 ) and SOC terms (∆𝑬𝒈 ) for monolayer MoS2 and
WS2 at different biaxial strains.

The final direct and indirect gaps are shown in Figure 2.3. For comparison,
the PBE and LDA gaps are also shown. The final gaps were calculated according to
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𝐸𝑔 = 𝐸𝑔 (𝑃𝐵𝐸) + ∆𝐸𝑔𝐺𝑊 + ∆𝐸𝑔𝑆𝑂𝐶 + 𝐸𝑒𝑥 + 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑖

Equation 2.5 – Band gap.

In Equation 2.5, 𝐸𝑔 (𝑃𝐵𝐸) is the PBE band gap, ∆𝐸𝑔𝐺𝑊 is the GW correction to it,
∆𝐸𝑔𝑆𝑂𝐶 is the change of the PBE gap after the addition of the spin-orbit coupling, 𝐸𝑒𝑥
is the binding energy of exciton, and 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑖 is the binding energy of trion (relative to
exciton). Note that while both trionic and excitonic peaks can usually be observed in
experiment, the optical gap in the Equation 2.5 is defined as the lowest-energy
transition, and thus includes the energy of the trion. The zero-strain gap in MoS2
calculated according to Equation 2.5 is 2.13 eV. This theoretical value should be
compared with the experimental gap of 1.85 eV. 24 The calculated gap in WS2 at zero
strain is 2.26 eV, as compared to 1.99 eV experimental gap. 24 In both cases, the
calculated gaps are 0.27 or 0.28 eV larger than the experimental ones. This
difference may be due to the yet unaccounted electron-phonon band gap
renormalization. The electron-phonon renormalization decreases the gap, the
magnitude of the decrease reaching 0.6 eV in some materials such as diamond. 26
The direct to indirect gap transitions are predicted to be at strains of -0.14% and
0.96% in MoS2, by LDA and PBE functionals, correspondingly. After taking into
account corrections from Equation 2.5, the predicted transition strain value
becomes 2.69%. Similarly, in WS2, LDA and PBE functionals yield values of 0.41%
and 1.52%, whereas full calculations predicts the transition at 3.85%.
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Figure 2.3 − Band gaps of monolayer MoS2 and WS2 under different biaxial
strains in various approximations. ‘Full’ designates values of the band gaps
calculated according to Equation 2.5. Linear lest-square fits 𝑬𝒈 = 𝒂𝜺 + 𝒃 have
been carried out for the full results, yielding the following parameters: 𝑬𝒈 =
−𝟎. 𝟏𝟎𝟔𝜺 + 𝟐. 𝟏𝟏𝟕 for the MoS2 direct gap, 𝑬𝒈 = −𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝜺 + 𝟐. 𝟒𝟑𝟑 for the MoS2
indirect gap, 𝑬𝒈 = −𝟎. 𝟏𝟑𝟓𝜺 + 𝟐. 𝟐𝟒𝟖 For the WS2 direct band gap, and 𝑬𝒈 =
−𝟎. 𝟐𝟒𝟗𝜺 + 𝟐. 𝟔𝟗𝟐 for the WS2 indirect gap.

Since the gaps change almost linearly with strain, linear least-square fitting
can be performed, giving the following expressions for the gap variations: 𝐸𝑔 =
−0.106𝜀 + 2.117 for the MoS2 direct gap, 𝐸𝑔 = −0.222𝜀 + 2.433 for the MoS2 direct
gap, 𝐸𝑔 = −0.135𝜀 + 2.248 for the WS2 direct gap, and 𝐸𝑔 = −0.249𝜀 + 2.692 for
the WS2 indirect gap. It is clear from Fig. 2 that while the corrections significantly
change the gap value, its strain dependence 𝑑𝐸𝑔 /𝑑𝜀 remains almost unchanged and
is reproduced at the very basic DFT level very well. This general observation
suggests significant reduction in the volume of computations needed to determine
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the direct-indirect transition strain: only zero strain value 𝐸𝑔 (𝜀 = 0) must be
computed with all effects accounted for, while the slopes can be assessed with
inexpensive PBE.
The effective masses of carriers that were used in finding the exciton and
trion binding energies were calculated by fitting the band extrema to a parabola
according to E = ℏ2 𝑘 2 /2𝑚𝑒 𝑚∗ , where 𝑚𝑒 is the electron mass in vacuum. A k-point
spacing of 0.05 Å−1 was used. Electron and hole effective masses (𝑚∗ ) at different
strains are shown in Figure 2.4. The effective mass of MoS2 is higher than that of
WS2, and unstrained hole effective mass at Γ point is about 8 times of that at K point
for both materials. For both materials, electron and hole effective masses at K point
and Γ point all decrease as the strain increases, the rate of reduction of the hole
effective mass at Γ point being much higher than those for both carriers at the K
point.
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Figure 2.4 − Effective mass of (a) electron and (b) hole for monolayer WS2
under different biaxial strains calculated with PBE.

2.1.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have considered the corrections given by the GW
approximation, spin-orbit coupling, exciton and trion binding energies to the KohnSham eigenvalues of strained monolayer MoS2 and WS2 to accurately predict the
band gaps and direct to indirect gap transition strains in these materials. Our
theoretically predicted gaps are 0.27 or 0.28 eV larger than those measured
experimentally, probably due to our neglecting the electron-phonon band gap
renormalization. We predict the exact direct-indirect gap transition including all
effects at 2.69% in MoS2 and 3.85% in WS2.

2.2. Electro-Mechanical Anisotropy of Phosphorene
This work has been published on Nanoscale, 7, 9746 (2015).27 Reproduced
from Wang, L., Kutana, A., Zou, X. & Yakobson, B. I. “Electro-mechanical anisotropy of
phosphorene.” Nanoscale 7, 9746-9751 (2015) with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
The applied uniaxial stress can break the original symmetry of material,
providing an experimentally feasible way to alter material properties. Here,
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we explore the effects of uniaxial stress along an arbitrary direction on
mechanical and electronic properties of phosphorene, showing the
enhancement of inherent anisotropy. Basic physical quantities including
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, band gap, and effective carrier masses
under external stress are all computed from the first principles with the
density functional theory, while the final results are presented in compact
analytical forms.
2.2.1. Introduction
Following the successful exfoliation and growth of graphene and subsequent
synthesis of a large group of other two-dimensional (2D) materials,28 2D black
phosphorus (P) is a recent addition to the family. 29 Few-nanometer thick micronsize flakes of black phosphorus were fabricated by Li et al.30 Field effect transistors
made from this monoelemental 2D material with direct band gap have displayed
attractive characteristics, including room-temperature on/off ratio of 105 and a
peak field effect mobility near 1000 cm2 V–1 s–1, 30,31 making 2D P a promising
candidate for electronic and optoelectronic devices.32-36 In addition, black
phosphorus is unique among layered materials37-41 due to its significant in-plane
anisotropy, which may allow for the realization of novel thin-film infrared
polarizers,42 originating from its 𝐶2ℎ symmetry. 43 Arbitrarily directed applied
uniaxial stress can break this symmetry and enhance the anisotropy, and thus can
then be used for anisotropic modulation of the electronic, magnetic, optical and
transport properties, e.g. to vary its anisotropic free-carrier mobility or the
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preferred conductivity direction. 44 Hence, a systematic exploration of stressenhanced anisotropy in 2D P (phosphorene) 31 is of great interest. In this work, we
study mechanical and electronic response of phosphorene to applied uniaxial stress
along an arbitrary direction, and calculate some key parameters, such as Poisson’s
ratio, Young’s modulus, band gap, and effective carrier masses. Uniaxial stress can
be experimentally realized in 2D materials through epitaxial lattice mismatch, 45
functional wrapping, 46,47 doping, 48,49 and simply applying external tension. 50
2.2.2. Method
The first-principle density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). 51 Structural
optimization and self-consistent total energy calculations were performed adopting
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional along with the projector-augmented wave (PAW)
potentials. Electronic wave functions were expanded in a plane wave basis set with
the kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and for the Brillouin zone integration a 15 × 11 ×
1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh was used. Besides standard DFT with GGA, hybrid
Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)06 method52,53 was also employed to investigate the
electronic properties and obtain an accurate description of electronic states of
phosphorene. In HSE06 method, a fraction of the exact screened Hartree-Fock (HF)
exchange is incorporated into the PBE exchange using a mixing parameter α = 0.25.
A 9 × 6 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh was employed in HSE calculations. The
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energy convergence criterion for electronic wavefunction was set to be 10-5 eV. A
vacuum layer of about 18 Å (c = 20 Å) was chosen to guarantee no spurious
interaction between layers in monolayer simulations using periodic boundary
conditions. In band structure calculations, 100 points were collected along each
high-symmetry line in reciprocal space.
2.2.3. Mechanical anisotropy
Before carrying out electronic structure analysis of phosphorene under
uniaxial stress, we explore its linear mechanical and structural response.
Phosphorene has a puckered hexagonal structure with grooves formed by two
layers of phosphorus atoms. The unit cell of phosphorene is shown in Figure 2.5 (a)
and (b) with the x and y axes corresponding to the zigzag (along the grooves) and
armchair (perpendicular to the grooves) directions, respectively. Our calculated
lattice constants for unstressed phosphorene are a1 = 3.30 Å, and a2 = 4.62 Å,
consistent with previous theoretical results44,54-57. The uniaxial strain is applied at
the angle  relative to the x axis (0°< < /2 with consideration of symmetry). The
uniaxially-stressed phosphorene structure depends on the stress direction , the
corresponding Poisson’s ratio (), and strain (). The stress-free rectangular unit
cell of phosphorene becomes a rhomboid under applied stress along direction  as
shown in Figure 2.5 (c).
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Figure 2.5 − (a) Top and (b) side views of the unstressed phosphorene
primitive cell. Atoms in top and bottom layers are shown darker and lighter,
respectively. (c) Top view of the phosphorene cell under uniaxial strain
defined by direction . First Brillouin zone of the (d) unstressed and (e)
uniaxially-stressed phosphorene primitive cell.

In a 2D material, an arbitrary stress tensor  and strain tensor  can be
expressed as 2×2 matrices,
𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝝈 = [𝜎

𝑥𝑦

𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝜀𝑥𝑥
],
and
𝜺
=
[
𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝜀𝑥𝑦

𝜀𝑥𝑦
𝜀𝑦𝑦 ].

For materials with orthogonal symmetry, their relation under plane stress
conditions can be written as:
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𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝐶11
𝜎
[ 𝑦𝑦 ] = [𝐶12
𝜎𝑥𝑦
0

𝐶12
𝐶22
0

𝜀𝑥𝑥
0
0 ] [ 𝜀𝑦𝑦 ]
𝐶66 2𝜀𝑥𝑦

where Voigt notation has been used for the stiffness tensor Cij. In the coordinate
system where the x axis is aligned with the direction of stress, the strain matrix can
be written as =[(,0),(0,-𝜈)], where  is the magnitude of the uniaxial strain and 
is the Poisson’s ratio. The strain matrix  in the original coordinate system is then
obtained as =RRT where R is the in-plane rotation matrix. Our results for the
components of the stiffness tensor Cij and other elastic properties of phosphorene
are summarized in Table 2.2.
Unit

GPa∙n
m

Stiffness tensor
components
C11
C22 C12 C66
105.
2

26.
2

18.
4

22.
4

Poisson’s ratio
Zigza
g
0.703

Armchai
r
0.175

Young’s modulus
Zigza
g
92.3

Armchai
r
23.0

Shear
modulu
s
22.4

Table 2.2 − The calculated stiffness tensor components, Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of phosphorene.

Uniaxial deformation results in compression along the direction that is
perpendicular to the direction of applied tension, as described by the material
Poisson’s ratio. Now we derive the expression for the Poisson’s ratio of
phosphorene () along an arbitrary direction  . The unit stress tensor along 𝜃
𝜎𝑥𝑥
direction is 𝝈 = [𝜎

𝑥𝑦

𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
𝜎𝑦𝑦 ] = [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ]. The relationship between 
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
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𝜀𝑥𝑥
and the corresponding strain tensor 𝜺 = [𝜀

𝑥𝑦

𝜀𝑥𝑦
𝜀𝑦𝑦 ] can be described as the stiffness

tensor C, and for orthogonal symmetry under plane stress conditions is
𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝐶11
[𝜎𝑦𝑦 ] = [𝐶21
𝜎𝑥𝑦
0
The unit vector along 𝜃 direction is 𝒊⃗ = [

𝐶12
𝐶22
0

𝜀𝑥𝑥
0
𝜀
0 ] [ 𝑦𝑦 ].
𝐶66 2𝜀𝑥𝑦

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
] and the unit vector perpendicular to
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
it is 𝒋⃗ = [
]. The strain along 𝜃 direction corresponding to unit stress is
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝜀∥ = 𝑖⃗𝑇 𝜀𝑖⃗ = [𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

𝜀𝑥𝑥
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃] [𝜀

𝜀𝑥𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝜀𝑦𝑦 ] [ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ]

𝑥𝑦

𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − (𝐶12 + 𝐶21 )𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
=
+
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12 𝐶21
𝐶66

=

𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − 2𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
+
2
𝐶66
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12

The strain perpendicular to 𝜃 direction corresponding to unit stress is

𝜀⊥ = 𝑗⃗𝑇 𝜀𝑗⃗ = [−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

=

𝜀𝑥𝑥
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃] [𝜀

𝑥𝑦

𝜀𝑥𝑦 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝜀𝑦𝑦 ] [ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 ]

−𝐶21 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 + (𝐶11 + 𝐶22 )𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 −𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
+
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12 𝐶21
𝐶66

Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 = −𝜀⊥ /𝜀∥
−𝐶21 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 + (𝐶11 + 𝐶22 )𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 −𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
+
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12 𝐶21
𝐶66
=
4
2
2
4
2
𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 2𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
+
2
𝐶66
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
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2
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶12 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃
𝐶66
2
𝐶 𝐶 − 𝐶12
𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − (2𝐶12 − 11 22
)𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃
𝐶66

𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − (𝐶11 + 𝐶22 −
=

𝐶

𝐶

Define 𝜈𝑧𝑧 = 𝐶12, 𝑑1 = 𝐶11 + 1 −
22

22

2
𝐶11 𝐶22 −𝐶12

𝐶22 𝐶66

𝐶

, 𝑑2 = − (2 𝐶12 −
22

2
𝐶11 𝐶22 −𝐶12

𝐶22 𝐶66

𝐶

), 𝑑3 = 𝐶11, then
22

the expression for the Poisson’s ratio of phosphorene () along an arbitrary
direction  is
(𝜈𝑧𝑧 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − 𝑑1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝜈𝑧𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃)
𝜈(𝜃) =
(𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 + 𝑑2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝑑3 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃)

Equation 2.6 − Poisson’s ratio of phosphorene.

Here 𝜈zz=0.703 is the Poisson’s ratio along the zigzag direction, and d1=0.894,
d2=2.712, and d3=4.012. The Poisson’s ratio of phosphorene displays nonmonotonic

 dependence, first decreasing and then increasing with , as shown in Figure 2.6
(a). It is highly anisotropic, with a value of 0.703 along the zigzag direction and
0.175 along armchair direction. The minimum Poisson’s ratio of 0.064 is achieved
around  = 47.5.
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Figure 2.6 − Calculated orientation-dependent (a) Poisson’s ratio  (), (b)
Young’s modulus Y() of phosphorene, and (c) orientation-dependent strain
() in phosphorene corresponding to constant stress σ=0.8GPa∙nm.

The orientation-dependent Young’s modulus Y() is defined according to
Y()=/(), where  is the orientation-independent constant stress. Since the unit
stress tensor 𝝈, the unit vector 𝒊⃗, 𝒋⃗, and the strain along 𝜃 direction corresponding to
unit stress 𝜀∥ are known in the derivation of Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus is 𝑌 =
𝜎/𝜀∥

=

1
𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − 2𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
+
2
𝐶66
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12

2
Define 𝑌𝑧𝑧 = (𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
)/𝐶22, then the dependence of Young’s modulus on the

angle  for phosphorene is given by:
𝑌(𝜃) = 𝑌𝑧𝑧 /(𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 + 𝑑2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝑑3 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃)

Equation 2.7 − Young’s modulus of phosphorene.

Here, Yzz=92.3 GPa∙nm is the Young’s modulus along the zigzag direction, and
coefficients d2 and d3 are same as in Equation 2.6. The Young’s modulus decreases
monotonically from the maximum value of 92.3 GPa∙nm along the zigzag direction
( = 0) to a minimum value of 23.0 GPa∙nm along armchair direction. The obtained
full orientation-dependent Young’s modulus of phosphorene is plotted in Equation
2.6 (b).
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Due to anisotropy of phosphorene, same stress applied along different
directions would result in different strain values. From =/Y, various strains
corresponding to constant stress conditions may be obtained. Since
𝜀=

𝜎
𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 − 2𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
= 1 GPa ∙ nm ∙ (
+
)
2
𝑌
𝐶66
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶22
2
11 𝐶22 −𝐶12

Define 𝑓 = 1 GPa ∙ nm ∙ 𝐶

, then the strains along different directions

corresponding to constant stress of  = 1 GPa∙nm can be expressed as:
𝜀(𝜃) = 𝑓(𝑐𝑜𝑠 4 𝜃 + 𝑑2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝑑3 𝑠𝑖𝑛4 𝜃)

Equation 2.8 − The strains along different directions corresponding to
constant stress of  = 1 GPa∙nm.

where f=1.084%. Figure 2.6 (c) shows strains along different directions,
corresponding to constant stress of  = 0.8 GPa∙nm. This stress results in the strain
of 0.87% along the zigzag direction and 3.48% along the armchair direction. The
changes of the bond lengths and angles under uniaxial stress σ = 0.8GPa∙nm along
different directions are summarized in Table 2.3. Bonds and angles are labeled
according to participating atoms. For example, rAB is the bond lengths between
atoms A and B, while bond angle ∠ABC is the angle between bonds AB and BC. Bond
lengths rAB, rBC, rCD, bond angles ∠ABC, ∠BCD, ∠CDE and the angle between the two
primitive vectors , are shown in Figure 2.5 (a-c). In unstressed phosphorene, rAB =
rBC, and ∠BCD = ∠CDE. After symmetry is broken by the application of uniaxial
stress, these bonds and angles are no longer equal. Under the constant stress
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conditions with the angle  changing from 0°to 90°, several geometric parameters
show nonmonotonic behavior. For instance, ∠BCD decreases first and then
increases, and so does angle . The bond length rAB and angle ∠CDE have the
opposite trend – they increase first and then decrease. From the engineering point
of view, the reversible elastic stress is expected to be most useful. Accordingly, we
confine our study to the elastic deformation regime with  < 0.04. Additionally, it has
been reported that a direct-to-indirect transition in the phosphorene band gap
occurs at a strain exceeding 0.04, 44,55 and here we focus on the anisotropy before
this transition.
𝜃(°)
Unstressed
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

𝑎1 (Å)
3.300
3.329
(0.9%)
3.328
3.327
3.326
3.327
3.324
3.315
3.300
3.286
3.280
(-0.6%)

𝑎2 (Å)
4.623
4.595
(-0.6%)
4.600
4.612
4.628
4.648
4.673
4.706
4.742
4.772
4.784
(3.5%)

𝛼(°)
90.00
90.00
89.72
89.50
89.32
89.11
88.86
88.68
88.77
89.25
90.00

𝑟𝐴𝐵 (Å)
2.222
2.229
(0.3%)
2.229
2.229
2.231
2.232
2.232
2.230
2.226
2.221
2.217
(-0.2%)

𝑟𝐵𝐶 (Å)
2.222
2.229
(0.3%)
2.228
2.227
2.227
2.226
2.225
2.223
2.219
2.217
2.217
(-0.2%)

𝑟𝐶𝐷 (Å)
2.259
2.257
(-0.1%)
2.258
2.257
2.258
2.258
2.261
2.262
2.264
2.266
2.266
(0.3%)

∠𝐴𝐵𝐶(°)
95.93
96.58
(0.7%)
96.59
96.57
96.53
96.53
96.45
96.23
95.88
95.55
95.44
(-0.5%)

∠𝐵𝐶𝐷(°)
104.14
103.89
(-0.2%)
103.77
103.68
103.66
103.63
103.72
103.87
104.24
104.84
105.51
(1.3%)

∠𝐶𝐷𝐸(°)
104.14
103.89
(-0.2%)
104.17
104.41
104.60
104.87
105.31
105.72
105.98
105.92
105.51
(1.3%)

Table 2.3 − Bond lengths and bond angles in the unstressed phosphorene and
phosphorene under constant uniaxial stress σ=0.8GPa∙nm. The numbers in
parentheses give fractional changes of the values in each column at  = 0 and
 = 90 with respect to the unstressed case.

2.2.4. Electronic anisotropy
We now turn to the discussion of the electronic structures and the changes it
undergoes upon applies tensile stress. The shape of the first Brillouin zone of
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phosphorene changes from a rectangle to irregular hexagon under uniaxial stress, as
shown in Figure 2.5 (d-e). This shape change can be understood by noting that all
the points along the KK line in uniaxially-stressed phosphorene become a single
point in the unstressed material.
Based on the relaxed configurations obtained, we compare the band
structures of the unstressed and uniaxial-stressed phosphorene. The band
structures of phosphorene under uniaxial stress of  = 0.8 GPa∙nm along different
directions are shown in Figure 2.7, exhibiting direct band gap at the  point in all
cases. In the unstressed phosphorene, the obtained PBE band gap is 0.89 eV. While
the GGA (or LDA) functionals systematically underestimate band gaps, it has been
shown that they yield correct slopes for linear deformations in phosphorene 55,58
and other 2D materials. 7 Our computed HSE06 band gap of unstressed
phosphorene is 1.60 eV which agrees well with other theoretical works54,55,57. Most
likely, this value still underestimates the single-particle gap, considering the
reported31 experimental optical gap of 1.45 eV and taking into account an extremely
large (0.8 eV) exciton binding energy58 in this material.
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Figure 2.7− (a) Band structure of unstressed and various directional uniaxialstressed phosphorene. Electron density isosurface plots of (b) top- and (c)
side-views for CBM, and (d) top- and (e) side-views for VBM of phosphorene
under uniaxial stress along  = 40°.

Under applied stress, the position of the valence band maximum (VBM)
changes very little, while the conduction band minimum (CBM) moves up,
increasing the band gap. The analysis of electron density isosurface plots shows that
uniaxial stress does not change the character of electron density distribution at the
CBM and VBM appreciably within the elastic deformation regime. The orbital plots
of CBM and VBM for stress applied along  = 40°are shown in Figure 2.7 (b-e). At
CBM, in-plane atoms form bonds and there is no binding for interlayer atoms;
whereas at VBM, in-plane atoms do not bind while there are anti-bonding orbitals
between interlayer atoms.
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Figure 2.8 shows the PBE band gap of phosphorene under the uniaxial inplane stress in various directions. Different band gap values along different uniaxial
stress directions further demonstrate the anisotropy of phosphorene. The band gap
increases with increasing , with the minimum value of 0.91 eV along zigzag
direction and the maximum value of 1.00 eV along armchair direction. The effect of
stress in phosphorene is opposite in direction to transition metal dichalcogenides
where the gap decreases with stress 7,59. The band gap is most sensitive to the stress
applied in the armchair direction. Now we derive the relationship of band gap and
strain. Band gap and strain has linear relationship as
𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 𝜎) = 𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 0) + 𝐴𝜀𝑥𝑥 + 𝐵𝜀𝑥𝑦 + 𝐶𝜀𝑦𝑦

Equation 2.9

Here, xx, xy, and yy are components of the strain tensor in non-rotated system,
aligned with the lattice vectors of the 2D crystal. Rotation matrix to transform from
rotated to non-rotated system is 𝑹 = [
[

𝜎
0

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
]. For uniaxial stress 𝝈′ =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

0
] along the x’ axis in a system rotated counterclockwise by an angle  w.r.t.
0

non-rotated one, the corresponding stress tensor  in non-rotated system is given
𝜎𝑥𝑥
by 𝝈 = 𝑹𝝈′ 𝑹𝑻 = [𝜎
𝑥𝑦

=[

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝜎
][
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 0

𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝜎𝑦𝑦 ]
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
][
0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
] = [ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 ] 𝜎
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
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In non-rotated system, the relationship between stress and strain is
𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝐶11
[𝜎𝑦𝑦 ] = [𝐶12
𝜎𝑥𝑦
0

𝐶12
𝐶22
0

𝜀𝑥𝑥
0
𝜀
0 ] [ 𝑦𝑦 ]
𝐶66 2𝜀𝑥𝑦

𝐶22 𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝐶12 𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝜀𝑥𝑥 =
=
𝜎
2
2
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶11 𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝐶12 𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
𝜀𝑦𝑦 =
=
𝜎
2
2
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝜀𝑥𝑦 =
=
𝜎
{
2𝐶66
2𝐶66

Equation 2.10

Substituting Equation 2.10 into Equation 2.9, we can get the band gap of
phosphorene under uniaxial stress  applied along arbitrary direction

𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 𝜎) = 𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 0) + 𝐴

𝐶22 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝜎+𝐵
𝜎
2
2𝐶66
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12

𝐶11 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝐶12 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃
+𝐶
𝜎
2
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12

= 𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 0) + (

𝐴𝐶22 − 𝐶𝐶12
𝐵
𝐶𝐶11 − 𝐴𝐶12
2
2
2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + 2𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 +
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃)𝜎
𝐶11 𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶
𝐶
−
𝐶
66
11 22
12

= 𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 0) + 𝜎( ℎ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + ℎ2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + ℎ3 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃)
Three parameters h1, h2, h3 can be got by fitting results from DFT calculation. We
describe this anisotropy of band gap under constant stress for monolayer
phosphorene with the following expression:
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𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 𝜎) = 𝐸𝑔 (𝜃, 0) + 𝜎( ℎ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + ℎ2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + ℎ3 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃)

Equation 2.11 − Band gap of phosphorene.

where  is stress direction and  is applied stress, Eg(,0) = 0.89 eV, h1 = 0.0250 eV
/(GPanm), h2 = 0.0125 eV/(GPanm), h3 = 0.1375 eV/(GPanm). The three
independent components of the stress tensor (cos2, cos sin, and sin2) are used
as expansion factors. HSE06 method gives consistently larger values for the band
gaps of phosphorene under uniaxial in-plane stress, but similar results of the stress
effects on the band gap, compared with PBE method. The HSE06 band gap of
phosphorene under the uniaxial in-plane stress in various directions is provided in
Figure 2.9. Based on HSE06, the minimum and maximum values are found to be 1.62
eV and 1.71 eV with stress along zigzag and armchair directions, respectively.
HSE06 results share the same expression form with PBE as Equation 2.11, while the
parameters change to Eg(,0) = 1.60 eV, h1 = 0.0341 eV /(GPanm), h2 = 0.0220
eV/(GPanm), h3 = 0.1386 eV/(GPanm). The main difference with the PBE is that an
almost constant shift is added to the fitting line for the HSE06.
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Figure 2.8 − Computed band gap values and fitting line for monolayer
phosphorene uniaxially stressed in-plane along different directions, at  = 0.8
GPa∙nm. The base value of 0.89 eV represents the gap for unstrained material.

Figure 2.9 − Computed band gap values based on HSE06 method and fitting
line for monolayer phosphorene uniaxially stressed in-plane along different
directions, at  =0.8 GPa∙nm. The base value of 1.60 eV represents the gap for
unstrained material.
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The anisotropic structure results in the direction-dependent effective carrier
masses, even without applied stress. Based on the quadratic 𝐸 =

ℏ2 𝑘 2
2𝑚

dispersion

relationship, the energy surface near the CBM and VBM can be described as elliptic
parabolic surface equation 𝐸 = 𝑎𝑘𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑘𝑦2 = 𝑎𝑘 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + 𝑏𝑘 2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 and its second
𝜕2 𝐸

derivative is 𝜕𝑘 2 = 2𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + 2𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃. The effective mass is related with the second
derivative of energy is
ℏ2
ℏ2
𝑚 = 2 =
𝜕 𝐸 2𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + 2𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝜕𝑘 2
∗

ℏ2

ℏ2

∗
∗
Define 𝑚𝑧𝑧
= 2𝑎 , 𝑚𝑎𝑐
= 2𝑏 , then the expression for the direction-dependent

effective carrier mass m* of phosphorene is
∗
∗
𝑚∗ = 1⁄(𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜑⁄𝑚𝑧𝑧
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜑⁄𝑚𝑎𝑐
)

Equation 2.12 − effective carrier mass of phosphorene.

where 0 ≤  < 2 is the angle between an arbitrary direction and the positive x axis,
∗
∗
and the coefficients 𝑚𝑧𝑧
and 𝑚𝑎𝑐
are the effective carrier masses along zigzag and

armchair directions, respectively. In order to study whether and how the uniaxial
stress affects the direction-dependent effective carrier mass in phosphorene, we
compared the effective masses in unstressed and stressed phosphorene with the
uniaxial stress applied along different selected directions . Under these conditions,
∗
∗
coefficients 𝑚𝑧𝑧
and 𝑚𝑎𝑐
in Equation 2.12 depend on angle . The effective masses of
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carriers 𝑚∗ were calculated by parabolic fitting of band extrema according to
E = ℏ2k2/2m*. A k-point spacing of 0.025 Å-1 was used. The direction-dependent PBE
effective carrier masses (m*) are plotted in Figure 2.10 for different stress
∗
∗
directions. The PBE coefficients 𝑚𝑧𝑧
and 𝑚𝑎𝑐
corresponding to various stress

directions  are listed in Table 2.4 for both electrons and holes. Computed effective
carrier masses based on HSE06 show similar trends. The HSE06 effective carrier
∗
∗
masses (m*) and coefficients 𝑚𝑧𝑧
and 𝑚𝑎𝑐
can be found in Figure 2.11 and Table 2.4.

Figure 2.10 − Effective masses of (a) electrons and (b) holes in phosphorene
under uniaxial stress 0.8 GPa∙nm along different directions. For electrons, the
effective mass remains nearly unchanged with stress (purple line). For holes,
effective mass is sensitive to stress and its direction , as shown for unstressed
phosphorene (red), and phosphorene with stress of applied along  = 0
(green), and  = 90 (blue).
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Figure 2.11 − Effective masses based on HSE06 method of (a) electrons and (b)
holes in phosphorene under uniaxial stress 0.8 GPa∙nm along different
directions. For electrons, the effective mass remains nearly unchanged with
stress (purple line). For holes, effective mass is sensitive to stress and its
direction , as shown for unstressed phosphorene (red), and phosphorene
with stress of applied along  = 0 (green), and  = 90 (blue).

Coefficient
∗
𝑚𝑧𝑧
∗
𝑚𝑎𝑐

PBE
HSE06
PBE
HSE06

Electrons
1.242
1.118
0.128
0.170

Holes
Unstressed  = 0  = 90
6.475
6.160 4.629
6.372
5.448 4.574
0.121
0.127 0.127
0.155
0.161 0.157

Table 2.4 − Coefficients for the expression for effective carrier masses in
phosphorene for stresses 0.8 GPa∙nm applied along various directions as
Equation 2.10.

Uniaxial stress does not change the effective mass of electrons significantly,
whereas the hole effective mass is sensitive to stress. Our calculated PBE electron
effective mass is 1.242me along zigzag direction and 0.128me along armchair
direction, where me is the mass of free electron in vacuum, yielding a mass
anisotropy of more than 9 times. The hole effective mass is 6.475me along zigzag
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direction and 0.121me along armchair direction (an anisotropy of ~54), in
agreement with previous works44,54. Under uniaxial stress, the hole effective mass
along zigzag direction decreases significantly, while that along armchair direction
remains almost unchanged. The hole mass is most sensitive to constant stress along
the armchair direction. Under the constant stress of 0.8 GPa∙nm along the zigzag
direction, the hole effective mass is 6.160me along zigzag direction and 0.127me
along armchair direction; under same constant stress along the armchair direction,
the hole mass is 4.629me and 0.127me along the zigzag and armchair directions,
respectively. Based on HSE06 method, electron effective mass is 1.118me along
zigzag direction and 0.170me along armchair direction, while hole effective mass is
6.372 me along zigzag direction and 0.155 me along armchair direction (See Figure
2.11 and Table 2.4). HSE06 also predicts that the hole mass is most sensitive to
constant stress along the armchair direction. Under the constant stress of 0.8
GPa∙nm along the zigzag direction, the HSE06 hole effective mass is 6.013me along
zigzag direction and 0.163me along armchair direction; under same constant stress
along the armchair direction, the hole mass is 4.574me and 0.157me along the zigzag
and armchair directions, respectively.
Under elastic deformation, the band gap of phosphorene varies depending
on the directions of stress. This should generally have interesting manifestations in
the polycrystalline phosphorene response to applied tensile load, when differently
oriented monocrystal-domains would thus acquire different band gaps. Based on
the properties explored above, we illustrate it here with one specific phosphorene-
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based hetero-junction. Following previous analysis for graphene (see Figure 2e in
Ref. 60) we design the ZZ|AC grain boundary (GB) in a similar way for phosphorene:
Figure 2.12 shows a junction made from two semi-infinite phosphorene sheets with
their in-plane crystal orientations rotated by 90°with respect to each other after
structural relaxation, with a characteristic GB along the interface edge.57 The grains
on both sides of the boundary have the same band gap without stress; however,
after application of stress perpendicular to the grain boundary, as shown in Figure
2.12, the gaps on the two sides of the boundary become different. If voltage is
applied in the same direction, stress can be used to control the switching properties
of the junction. A detailed study of electronic properties of the phosphorene heterojunctions thus can be of interest although it is beyond the scope of present study.
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Figure 2.12 − A P-P lateral heterojunction with a grain boundary created by
joining two phosphorene sheets rotated by 90°with respect to each other.
Atoms in top and bottom layers are shown as dark and light, respectively. The
inset shows band alignment of the domains with zigzag and armchair edges
after application of stress.

The electro-mechanical anisotropy of phosphorene results from its in-plane
anisotropic structure, in which zigzag is the most rigid while armchair is the softest
direction. In multi-layer phosphorene, the stacking pattern is such that the zigzag
and armchair directions of individual layers are aligned, and thus the two principle
directions of anisotropy are preserved. It is thus expected that the uniaxial stress in
the few-layer phosphorene will show similar anisotropic trend in its electromechanical properties as that of a monolayer. Our computed PBE results for Young’s
modulus of monolayer phosphorene along zigzag and armchair directions are 92.3
GPa∙nm and 23.0 GPa∙nm, respectively. In order to compare Young’s moduli of
monolayer phosphorene and bulk phosphorus, the values for the monolayer are
converted into 163.8 GPa and 40.8GPa for the bulk, considering that the effective
thickness of the monolayer is 0.5634nm. Based on our PBE calculations for bulk, the
Young’s moduli along zigzag and armchair directions are 166.3 GPa and 37.8 GPa,
respectively. We can see that Young’s modulus does not change appreciably from
monolayer to bulk, and thus few-layer phosphorene is expected to have a similar
Young’s modulus. Bulk phosphorus is orthotropic materials, its stiffness tensor can
be written as
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𝐶11
𝜎1
𝐶12
𝜎2
𝜎3
𝐶13
𝜎4 =
0
𝜎5
0
[𝜎6 ] [ 0

𝐶12 𝐶13
𝐶22 𝐶23
𝐶23 𝐶33
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
𝐶44
0
0

𝜀1
0 0
𝜀2
0 0
𝜀3
0 0
0
0 𝜀4
𝐶55 0 𝜀5
0 𝐶66 ] [𝜀6 ]

Young’s modulus of bulk phosphorus along zigzag direction is
𝑌𝑧𝑧 = 𝜎1 /𝜀1

=

2
2
2
𝐶11 𝐶22 𝐶33 + 2𝐶12 𝐶23 𝐶13 − 𝐶23
𝐶11 − 𝐶13
𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶33
2
𝐶22 𝐶33 − 𝐶23

Young’s modulus of bulk phosphorus along armchair direction is
𝑌𝑎𝑐 = 𝜎2 /𝜀2

=

2
2
2
𝐶11 𝐶22 𝐶33 + 2𝐶12 𝐶23 𝐶13 − 𝐶23
𝐶11 − 𝐶13
𝐶22 − 𝐶12
𝐶33
2
𝐶11 𝐶33 − 𝐶13

Our computed PBE result for the band gap of a monolayer phosphorene is 0.89 eV,
and it has been reported that the PBE band gap of bulk phosphorus is 0.33 eV.61 In
the few-layer phosphorene, it is expected that the band gap will decrease
monotonically to its bulk value as the number of layers increases.
2.2.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we studied the effect of uniaxial stress on the electronic and
mechanical properties of phosphorene. The in-plane Poisson’s ratio was found to
vary nonmonotonically with the direction of applied stress, passing through a
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minimum at an angle ~47.5 relative to the zigzag direction. At the same time,
Young’s modulus decreases monotonically between the zigzag to armchair
directions, and the strain produced by constant stress increases. Several geometric
parameters of the unit cell change nonmonotonically with the stress direction.
Phosphorene preserves its direct gap character with varying stress direction, and
the gap increases as the direction of stress is changed from zigzag to armchair.
Anisotropic effective carrier masses respond differently to the change in the
direction and magnitude of stress. While masses of electrons are largely insensitive
to change in the stress direction, hole masses show much greater sensitivity, in
particular along the zigzag direction of transport. Anisotropy of phosphorene stress
response can be potentially utilized in new devices, such as the proposed electromechanical junction constructed from the zigzag-armchair grain boundary.

2.3. Low Contact Barrier in 2H/1T′ MoTe2 In-Plane HeteroStructure
This work has been published on ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 11,
12777−12785 (2019).62 Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Zhang, X. et al.
“Low contact barrier in 2H/1T′ MoTe2 in-plane heterostructure synthesized by
chemical vapor deposition.” ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 11, 12777-12785
(2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2.3.1. Introduction
Metal-semiconductor contact has been a critical topic in the semiconductor
industry because it influences device performance remarkably. Conventional metals
have served as the major contact material in electronic and optoelectronic devices,
but such selection becomes increasingly inadequate for emerging novel materials
such as two-dimensional (2D) materials. Deposited metals on semiconducting 2D
channels usually form large resistance contacts due to the high Schottky barrier. A
few approaches have been reported to reduce the contact resistance but they are
not suitable for large-scale application or they cannot create a clean and sharp
interface. In this sub-chapter, based on the phase-controllable synthesis and
compared with systematically characterizations of large-area MoTe2 film in
experiments, including pure 2H phase or 1T’ phase, and 2H/1T’ in-plane
heterostructure, theoretical simulation shows a lower Schottky barrier in 2H/1T’
junction than in Ti/2H contact, which is confirmed by electrical measurement.
Atomically thin 2D materials have drawn significant attention since the
discovery of graphene.63,64 The 2D materials family consists of a variety of members
that carry a wide range of novel properties.64-68 Interesting optical, mechanical and
electrical phenomena have been frequently reported.69-74 In addition, 2D materials
can be further combined to form van der Waals (vdWs) heterostructures with
structural complexity as well as property diversity. The techniques consist of
stacking distinct 2D materials vertically or laterally, and they have been achieved by
physical manipulation as well as chemical synthesis. These vdWs heterostructures
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include semiconductor-semiconductor junctions, such as WS2/MoS2,75-77
WSe2/MoSe2,78,79 and MoTe2/MoS2,80,81 metal-insulator junctions, such as
graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (hBN),82-84 and metal-semiconductor
junctions.85-89 Among them, 2D metal-semiconductor junctions have been recently
extensively studied because they show potential to resolve the issue of the existence
of contact resistance at the interface between the 2D semiconducting channel and
the deposited metal electrodes like Au or Ti due to the Schottky barrier.90-94 Low
contact resistance is essential for improving the performance of 2D electronic
devices.
2.3.2. Experimental Facts
To study the electrical properties of the large MoTe2 films, several types of
electrical devices have been fabricated. Figure 2.13 A shows a schematic of the two
kinds of MoTe2 devices measured and Figure 2.13 B shows the optical image of a
typical fabricated device. We first study the electrical properties of 1T’ and 2H
MoTe2 ribbons respectively. The transfer length method (TLM) is used to extract the
contact resistance between the Ti/Au- MoTe2 interface as well as the intrinsic sheet
resistance of MoTe2.95,96 TLM assumes contact resistance independent of device
length and enables extraction of contact resistance (𝑅𝑐 in unit of Ω∙ 𝑢𝑚) as well as
intrinsic sheet resistance (𝑅𝑆 in unit of Ω/□) by combined studies on I-V curves from
devices of varied channel lengths as displayed in Figure 2.13 C and D. In addition to
studying the electrical performance of phase pure 1T’ and 2H MoTe2, we examine
the electrical properties of the 1T’-2H junction. Based on our measurement, CVD
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grown 1T’-2H-1T’ structure provides a low resistance contact for 2H-MoTe2. An
optical image of a metal/1T’/2H/1T’/metal MoTe2 device is shown in Figure 2.13 E,
in which a 2H-MoTe2 channel is planarly sandwiched by two 1T’-MoTe2 strips,
which are contacted by Ti/Au electrodes for measurement. To compare the
electrical characteristics of the device with 1T’-phased electrodes and with Ti/Au on
the 2H phase, I-V curves of electrodes 7-8 and electrodes 4-5, normalized by the
𝐿

dimension of the 2H channel (𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 = 𝐼 · 𝑊), are co-plotted in Figure 2.13 F. By
using metal-1T’ as the electrodes for 2H MoTe2 channel, the slope of the I-V curve is
increased by 7-8 times compared with the device with metal-2H geometry, implying
that more current can be collected through this device, and lower contact resistance
is formed at the interface. Low resistance contact on 2D vdWs materials has always
been a challenge, not only for physical studies on 2D materials but also for highperformance 2D electronics. The CVD-grown 1T’-2H interface provides a natural
and simple solution for contacting semiconducting 2H-MoTe2.
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Figure 2.13 − Electrical measurement of MoTe2 devices. (A) Schematic
illustration of two types of MoTe2 devices. For the device on the top, 2H MoTe2
channel is directly contacted by metal electrodes. For the device on the
bottom, 1T’ MoTe2 interconnects 2H MoTe2 channel and metal electrodes. (B)
An optical image of a MoTe2 ribbon contacted by metal electrodes labeled as 1
to 6. Electrodes 1 to 3 are in contact with 1T’ phase, while electrodes 4 to 6 are
in contact with 2H phase. Ids-Vds curves of 1T’ phase and 2H phase are shown
in (C) and (D) respectively. Inset: Resistance obtained from different pairs of
electrodes and channel lengths. (E) An optical image of a 1T’/2H/1T’ MoTe2
ribbon, where metal electrodes 7 and 8 are in contact with 1T’ phase. (F)
Normalized Ids-Vds curves acquired by electrodes 4-5 and 7-8.

2.3.3. Results and Analysis
To reveal the mechanism of transport phenomena in MoTe2 with different
phases, density functional theory (DFT) calculations are carried out to compare the
Schottky barriers of 2H MoTe2/Ti vertical junction and MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane
hetero-structure. Since our experiment shows that 2H MoTe2 prepared by CVD
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method is a p-type semiconductors, we focus on the Schottky barrier for holes Φh,
which is determined by the energy difference between the Fermi level and the
valence band maximum (VBM) of the semiconductor in the junction: 97
Φℎ = 𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸𝑉𝐵𝑀

Equation 2.13 − Schottky barrier for holes.

where EF and EVBM are the energy of the Fermi level and VBM of the semiconductor
in the junction, respectively.
MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure is modeled by in-plane splicing of
MoTe2 with 2H and 1T’ phases as shown in Figure 2.14 A, while 2H MoTe2/Ti
vertical junction is constructed by a vertical stacking of three layers of MoTe2 with
2H phase and six layers of titanium as shown in Figure 2.14 C, and the lattice
mismatch is less than 3.5% for each junction. Structural optimization and selfconsistent total energy calculations were performed adopting generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchangecorrelation functional, along with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials,
using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). Electronic wavefunctions are
expanded in a plane wave basis set with the kinetic energy cutoff of 280 eV and for
the Brillouin zone integration 1 × 5 × 1 and 3 × 5 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh
are used for MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure and 2H MoTe2/Ti vertical
heterostructure, respectively. The energy convergence criterion for electronic wave-
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function is set to be 10-5 eV. A vacuum layer of about 10 Å is chosen to guarantee no
spurious interaction between layers in monolayer simulations using periodic
boundary conditions. The projected electronic bands onto Mo of MoTe2 with 2H
phase in MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure, and Mo in 2H MoTe2/Ti vertical
junction, are plotted in Figure 2.14 B and D, respectively. For a comprehensive
analysis, the projected electronic bands onto Mo of MoTe2 with 1T’ phase in MoTe2
2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure, and Mo in 1T’ MoTe2/Ti vertical junction, are
shown in Figure 2.15 A and B, respectively. In Figure 2.14 B the VBM of MoTe2 with
2H phase is folded to the Γ point and 0.25 eV lower than Fermi level in MoTe2
2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure, while that in 2H MoTe2/Ti vertical junction is also
folded to the Γ point but 0.5 eV lower than Fermi level as in Figure 2.14 D. Besides,
MoTe2 with 1T’ phase remains metallic in both MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane
heterostructure and 1T’ MoTe2/Ti vertical junction. The electronic bands of the
heterostructure can be projected into respective 2H and 1T’ phases that are the
same as the isolated phases, implying the validity of the MoTe2 2H/1T’ in-plane
heterostructure.98 These DFT results indicate that the contact barrier of MoTe2
2H/1T’ in-plane heterostructure is 0.25 eV lower than that of 2H MoTe2/Ti vertical
junction, as sketched in Figure 2.14 E, confirming that 1T’/2H/1T’ MoTe2 structure
has much lower contact resistance than Ti/2H MoTe2/Ti structure.
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Figure 2.14 − Band alignments of 2H/1T’ MoTe2 in-plane heterostructure and
2H MoTe2-Ti vertical junction. (A) Structure and (B) the projected electronic
bands onto Mo of MoTe2 with 2H phase in MoTe2 2H-1T’ in-plane
heterostructure. (C) Structure and (D) the projected electronic bands onto Mo
in 2H MoTe2-Ti vertical junction. (E) Sketch of the band alignment for 2H
MoTe2-Ti vertical junction and MoTe2 2H-1T’ in-plane heterostructure.
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Figure 2.15 − Band alignments of 1T’ MoTe2/Ti junction and 2H/1T’ MoTe2
heterostructure. (A) The projected electronic bands onto Mo in 1T’ MoTe2/Ti junction. (B) The projected electronic bands onto Mo of MoTe2 with 1T’ phase
in 2H/1T’ MoTe2 in-plane heterostructure.
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Chapter 3

Morphologies of Asymmetric TwoDimensional Materials

This work has been submitted.

3.1. Introduction: Undefinable Edge-Energies Problems in
Asymmetric Materials
The equilibrium shape of crystals is a fundamental property of both
aesthetic appeal and practical import. It is also a visible macro-manifestation of the
underlying atomic-scale forces and chemical makeup, most conspicuous in twodimensional (2D) materials of keen current interest. If the crystal surface/edge
energy is known for different directions, its shape can be obtained by geometric
Wulff construction, a tenet of crystal physics. However, if symmetry is lacking, the
crystal edge energy cannot be defined or calculated, so its shape becomes elusive,
presenting an insurmountable problem for theory. Here we show how, in fact, one
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can proceed with “latent edge energies” towards constructive prediction of a unique
crystal shape, and demonstrate it for challenging material-examples, like SnS of C2v
symmetry and even AgNO2 of C1–no symmetry at all.
The very word “crystal” we instantly associate with shape (and perhaps
color, or the lack of it), often perfected through slow geological formation or
craftsmanship. Physical systems in equilibrium arrive to a state of minimal energy.
In the case of crystals, oblivious of this fundamental principle, their shapes are
achieved by billions of constituent atoms relentlessly performing a trial and error
experiment, until they reach the “equilibrium shape”. For us to predict a crystal
shape, such an approach is impossible, and so theories usually reduce the search to
the exterior (surface or edge) energy minimization only99,100, while the interior-bulk
(volume or area) remains invariant. If the exterior energy density ε(a) is given for
all direction-angles a, this should suffice for defining the crystal shape, as
epitomized by the famed Wulff construction99,101-103, a geometrical recipe derived
from surface energy, where the answer emerges as an envelope of planes or lines
distanced by ε(a) from some point, drawn for all directions a.
A century later, the advent of two dimensional (2D) materials104-107 made
such analysis particularly appealing, with daily growing abundance of shapeimagery (easier than characterizing a 3D shape, not to mention improved
microscopy): one can learn whether the crystal reached equilibrium or was shaped
kinetically, learn about the edge-structures, and about the impact of environment.
Furthermore, advances in the first-principles based computations, notably with
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density functional theory (DFT), nicely complete Wulff construction by offering the
ε(a) with desired accuracy, to predict crystal shape all the way from its elementalchemical makeup. Such a plan has been successfully realized in numerous cases,
when there was a definition for the edge or surface energy. Since the primary welldefined quantity is always the total energy Et, one typically resorts to a ribbon (or
slab, in 3D), to define the edge energy (EE) as an excess over the energy of
unbounded bulk material Eb, roughly as ε = (Et - Eb)/2l, per length. This works only if
the opposite edges are indistinguishable by symmetry, but fails otherwise, yielding a
meaningless “average” ε. In some cases, the approach can be augmented by
considering a symmetric polygon or polyhedron with all sides identical, as has been
realized for 3D GaAs108, more recently for 2D hBN109 and for metal chalcogenides110,
a broad family104-106. This way cannot be taken for granted, since many materials
simply lack the symmetry sufficient to design a sample with identical edges (or
surfaces). Then the mere definition of surface energy seems to vanish, a disturbing
yet simple reality, highlighted by Cahn et al. in their remarkable studies111,112. The
paradox of Wulff construction is that it states how to obtain the shape from a given
EE, but the definition of the latter is left out; Cahn et al. went further, to show that
indeed such definition is fundamentally absent, but did not offer what to do then.
Yet we know that nature does find the answer, for each crystal – a true shape. This
poses a compelling problem, how to find it in theory?
A fully asymmetric (C1) gedanken crystal of “y” vividly illustrates such
challenge, Figure 3.1 a: no matter what sample is cut out (ribbon, triangle, circle or
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any other) it is not surrounded by identical edges, rendering their energies elusive,
and the equilibrium shape “unpredictable”, at least by the Wulff construct. To be
concrete, Figure 3.1 b shows a fully asymmetric monolayer of silver nitrite113,114,
and a well-studied 2D SnS115-117 of C2v symmetry (Figure 3.1 c-d)—slightly higher
yet insufficient for separating and defining its EE. Its sketch-depiction (Y-crystal,
Figure 3.1 c) has an advantage: not cluttered with atoms and bonds, it clearly
displays symmetry and other features of SnS, essential for the compelling problem
of finding the shape.
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Figure 3.1 − The asymmetric 2D-crystals. The “y-crystal” (a) mimics the AgNO2
monolayer (b), with the same lattice constants l1 = 3.39, l2 = 4.93, angle ∠α =
79.5o113. Arrows are the normals to 8 basic edges (thick solid lines), red and
blue shades mark 2 nonequivalent triangles, and left inset in b is the side view.
The “Y-crystal” (c) mimics the SnS monolayer (d), with l1 = 4.07, l2 = 4.24, ∠α =
90o17. Thick lines highlight 5 basic edges, with their normals as arrows. Small
and big atoms in d distinguish between top and bottom layers of the SnS, right
and bottom insets are side views.

Here we offer a solution, by demonstrating that even for lowest symmetry C1
crystal (i.e., no-symmetry) its shape can be obtained through well-planned
calculations, possibly from ab initio type, or for that matter, any other atomistic
model permitting total energy evaluation. In all cases, the directions can be easily
chosen along the Bravais lattice vectors, supplemented by the diagonals, to serve as
basic edges, and to construct a general edge energy function ε(a) for all directions.
The total energies of selected polygons allow one to relate the basic EE by linearalgebraic equations which turn out to be underdetermined and entail introducing
arbitrary parameters. Nevertheless, as we show, the shapes obtained this way
remain invariant (in accord to111) to these “latent” parameters’ values, and emerge
as true equilibrium shapes. We first demonstrate it for C2v–symmetry (material as
SnS), and then for general no-symmetry C1 case (with AgNO2 as example). We
further include the role of chemical potentials in case of binary and ternary
compositions, analyze the hBN as a test of the proposed method, and describe the
symmetry classification.
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3.2. Morphology of Low-symmetric Monolayer SnS
For simplicity, we begin from C2v–symmetry materials118, like SnS (or
SnSe119-121, GeS and GeSe), having only two EE determinable. It has been
experimentally observed and extensively studied115-117. Its orthorhombic cell and
buckled hexagonal lattice with parallel grooves (Figure 3.1 d), resemble more
known phosphorene107, but are distinguished by the Sn-S bonds off-plane tilt due to
different electronegativity of Sn and S. Abstracting from the chemical composition,
our Y-crystal is isomorphic to SnS, both having five nonequivalent basic edges
marked by their normals in Figure 3.1 c, with energies ε1 and ε1’, ε2, ε3 and ε3’; the
prime notes the inverse directions, so that ε2’ = ε2 by symmetry.
Wulff construct requires ε(a) for arbitrary angles a, and for this we invoke an
ansatz-extrapolation: any slanted, vicinal edge is viewed as a sequence of small
segments of the basic edges and, accordingly, its energy is decomposed into a sum of
the basic energies, in proper proportions122-124, like c1ε1 + c3ε3, etc. After
straightforward trigonometry, one can express the general ε(a) through basic EEs
only and the geometry122:
ε(a) = ε∙|cos(a+C)|
ε  (c1εi2 + c2εiεj+ c1εj2)1/2
C  arctan[(c3 + c4εj/εi)/(c5 + c6εj/εi)]

Equation 3.1 – The total edge energy along all directions.
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The parameters are specified in the Table 3.1. We will see soon that the precision of
this extrapolation is not essential, having no effect on the results.
a
0 ≤ 𝑎 < 46𝑜
46𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 90𝑜
90𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 134𝑜
134𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 180𝑜
𝑜

εi
ε1 (εZS)
ε3 (εASn)
ε2 (εA)
ε3’ (εAS)

εj
ε3 (εASn)
ε2 (εA)
ε3’ (εAS)
ε1 (εZSn)

c1
1.92
2.09
2.09
1.92

c2
-2.66
-3.01
-3.01
-2.66

c3
0.96
0
1
1.39

c4
-1.39
1
0
-0.96

c5
1
-1.44
-1.04
0

c6
0
1.04
1.44
1

Table 3.1 − The parameters of Equation 3.1 for Y-crystal (and SnS).

Commonly, in simplest situations, the basic EEs are determined (computed)
by choosing a sample enclosed by only one edge type: a ribbon for any inversionsymmetry crystal, or an equilateral triangle for a trigonal symmetry case like hBN.
However, it is impossible to do so for Y-crystal whose symmetry is insufficient.
Apart from ε2 (for which a ribbon can be constructed, see 2nd equation in Equation
3.2), all other basic edges cannot be singled out by any cutout. Consequently, for five
unknowns (basic EEs) only four independent equations can be set up, using ribbons
and triangles (shaded in Figure 3.1 c) with different edges:
ε1 + ε1’ = E11’/l1
ε2 = E22/2l2
ε3 + ε3’ = E33’/l3
ε1l1 + ε2l2 + ε3’l3 = E123’

Equation 3.2 – Master-system for Y-crystal (and SnS).
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where li are the lattice constants (l3 = 5.88; having the lengths and energies
measured in Å and eV, henceforth we omit these units for brevity, without
ambiguity). The right hand side (RHS) values are all well-defined, computable total
energies of ribbons or triangles (two or three subscripts accordingly), taken relative
to the bulk crystal energy, that is μY (chemical potential of the Y-component in its
2D-bulk form). In 4th equation in Equation 3.2 the RHS must be evaluated for larger
N-cells wide/tall triangles and then divided by N, normalizing to one cell. For Ycrystal as an illustration, we arbitrarily pick reasonable values, e.g. 0.5, 0.1, 0.11 and
0.86 for the RHS of Equation 3.2. Having 5 unknowns but only 4 equations, this
linear system is underdetermined, so one cannot obtain the basic EEs and no ε(a),
needed for the Wulff construct. We proceed however by adding a closure-equation,
find the crystal shape, and further see that the closure-equation has no influence on
the crystal shape, which emerges thus as uniquely defined.
The closure can be in form of constraint on any combination of the basic-EE,
e.g. ε3 − ε3’ = λ, for latent. Then at each λ-value the Equation 3.2 is solved for the basic
εi, so that Equation 3.1 gives complete energy function ελ(a), and the shape of Ycrystal is obtained as Wulff plot, Figure 3.2 a. Remarkably, the tangent lines
envelope of the Wulff plot merely translates with λ, while otherwise giving an
invariant well-defined shape. Note that only ε2 = ε2 is physically well defined, λindependent, due to mirror symmetry. All others vary broadly, following λ, but with
no effect on crystal shape, and can be dubbed “latent” (like latent heat not changing
body temperature). Regarding the ansatz leading to convenient extrapolation
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Equation 3.1, it is reassuring to see that the minima of piecewise function ε(a),
essential to the Wulff plot, all correspond to the basic edges; any refinements to the
remote “petals” of the ε(a) in Figure 3.2 a would not affect the results, i.e. the found
shape is robust to approximation used in Equation 3.1. While for other cases the
number of Equation 3.2, their specifics, and the closure may vary, they follow the
same structure, which can be called master-system (MS).
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Figure 3.2 − The latent edge energies and Wulff constructs of Y-crystal and
SnS. (a) The ε-plots (red) and the Wulff shapes (black) of either Y-crystal or
SnS, at λ  ε3 − ε3’= 0, 0.04, 0.08. (b) The latent edge energies of SnS varying
with chemical potential, at λ  ε3 − ε3’= 0.08. Black crosses correspond to
shapes in a or f, while the vertical line corresponds to e or the experimental
image116 in the inset of b. (c) The latent EE chosen at random as λl3 = −0.59μ +
0.29 sin 20μ. For the SnS Wulff constructs, μ = −0.4 and −0.2 in (d), μ = 0.07 in
(e), and μ = 0.2 in (f); Thick red, light-red and light-blue lines represent ZS, AS
and ASn edges, respectively.

Turning now to a factual SnS, one must account for its binary composition. Its
five basic edge-directions copy the Y-crystal, but now some edges are non-neutral
having specific frontier element (like zigzag edge of hBN can have either B or N),
accordingly labeled: at 0° (ε1) is zigzag with sulfur ZS, at 46° (ε3) is armchair with tin
ASn, at 90° (ε2) is “neutral” A, at 134° (ε3`) – an inversion of ε3 – is an AS, and at 180°
(ε1’) – an inversion of ε1 – is a ZSn.
The EE function ε(a) for SnS has the same Equation 3.1 as for Y-crystal. Its
basic EEs satisfy similar MS like Equation 3.2. The RHS energies can again be taken
relative to the bulk crystal energy μSnS = μS + μSn (invariant, like μY). The elemental
chemical potentials depend on ambient conditions, bringing about new physical
variable μ ≡ ½ (μS − μSn). Accordingly, for the triangle 123’ having extra sulfur
around perimeter, we must include −μ to the RHS of 4th equation in Equation 3.2.
For now-specific material, the values in the RHS of Equation 3.2 are obtained from
DFT computations of the respective ribbons E11’/l1 = 0.50, E22/2l2 = 0.10, E33’/l3 =
0.11, and triangle E123’ = (1.06 − μ) in 4th equation in Equation 3.2. At given
conditions, for instance μ = 0.2, we can again complement the algebraic MS with a
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closure like ε3 − ε3’  εASn − εAS = λ and compute the crystal shape, Figure 3.2 a. As we
learnt already with Y-crystal, the shape stays well defined at a given μ. To reiterate,
while the energy of only one edge is certain (ε2  εA = 0.1), all others depend on the
latent λ, allowed to ‘float freely’ with no effect on the observable shape. In contrast,
μ represents the ambient conditions and can impact the shape. Tracking this is
straightforward now: for any μ value assume a λ, and find the EEs versus μ, as
plotted in Figure 3.2 b (with ad hoc chosen λ), and then the shapes. Not the
individual EEs, but only some combinations are definite: εZS + εZSn, εAS + εASn are
constants (thick lines), while l1εZS + l3εAS decreases as –μ, at unit slope. Individual
EEs however vary with λ, whose choice is arbitrary at each µ, so the functions ε(μ)
are merely illustrative (thin lines). To emphasize this, Figure 3.2 c example shows
how unfixed the EEs are, due to the presence of the latent λ chosen as λ(μ)l3 =
−0.59μ + 0.29sin20μ; yet the shapes derived from both plots are definite, in Figure
3.2 d-f. For low μ (Sn-rich side), a rhombus enclosed by ASn and AS edges (Figure
3.2 d) agrees with observed synthetic SnS islands116. As µ increases, the shape
becomes truncated at one corner (Figure 3.2 e-f), adding a ZS edge. Interestingly,
truncated rhombs have also been seen experimentally (Figure 3.2 b, inset116).
Together, these facts corroborate the “latent EE” approach to predicting the
equilibrium shapes of low symmetry crystals.
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3.3. Morphology of Non-symmetric Monolayer AgNO2
Now we turn to the most intriguing, not symmetric at all (C1) y-crystal in
Figure 3.1 a. The 8 basic edges are marked by the normals, with energies εi (i = 1-4,
with primes for inverse), and general ε(a) has the same form as Equation 3.1 (see
Table 3.2). In absence of any symmetry, the MS extends, relative to Equation 3.2: for
the 8 unknowns εi there are 6 relations: 4 with the RHS energies Eii’ of the ribbons
along all basic directions, plus 2 with the RHS energies Eijk of the triangles, shaded in
Figure 3.1 a, as:
ε1 + ε1’ = 0.5 eV/Å
ε2 + ε2’ = 0.7 eV/Å
ε3 + ε3’ = 0.6 eV/Å
ε4 + ε4’ = 0.8 eV/Å
3.39ε1 + 4.93 ε2 + 6.47 ε3’ = 5.1 eV
3.39 ε1 + 5.46 ε4 + 4.93 ε2’ = 5.4 eV

Equation 3.3 − Master-system for y-crystal.

For the abstract y-crystal one simply picks RHS values in the MS, for instance: 0.5,
0.7, 0.6, 0.8 for the ribbons (ii’) and 5.1, 5.4 for the triangles (ijk). To be solvable,
such underdetermined system must be complemented by two closure-conditions,
e.g. by assigning arbitrary values (λ, λ’) to two of the 8 indeterminate edges, or their
combinations. After solving it for all basic EEs, the Equation 3.1 gives ελ,λ’(a) for all
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directions, to produce the shape of y-crystal using the Wulff plots, Figure 3.3 a-b.
Although the ε-plots vary with latent (λ, λ’), the shape only shifts, remaining the
same (inset). This confirms the validity of the “latent EE” method for no-symmetry
(C1) case, even with increased number of latencies (here 2, which also is maximum
for 2D).
𝑎
0 ≤ 𝑎 < 48.5𝑜
48.5𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 79.5𝑜
79.5𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 117.2𝑜

εi
ε3
ε2
ε4

εj
ε1
ε3
ε2

c1
1.78
3.77
2.67

c2
-2.36
-6.46
-4.23

117.2𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 180𝑜
180𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 228.5𝑜
228.5𝑜 ≤ 𝑎
< 259.5𝑜
259.5𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 297𝑜

ε4
ε3’
ε2’

ε1’
ε1’
ε3’

1.26
1.78
3.77

ε4’

ε2’

297𝑜 ≤ 𝑎 < 360𝑜

ε4’

ε1

𝑜

c3
-1.335
-1.287
0.298

c4
0.885
0.354
0.748

-1.16
-2.36
-6.46

c5
c6
0
1
-1.454 1.909
1.609
1.454
1.125 -0.514
0
1
-1.335 0.885
0
1
-1.287 0.354 -1.454 1.909

2.67

-4.23

0.298

0.748

1.609

1.26

-1.16

1.125

-0.514

0

1.454
1

Table 3.2 − The parameters of Equation 3.1 for y-crystal (and AgNO2).
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Figure 3.3 − The latent ε-plots and Wulff constructions for y-crystal and
AgNO2. For y-crystal in (a), (λ, λ’)  (ε1 − ε1’, ε2 − ε2’) = (0, 0.3), (0, 0), (0, -0.3); in
(b), (λ, λ’) = (-0.3, 0), (0, 0), (0.3, 0). Black lines are the ε-plots, red and blue
lines are the Wulff shapes, and the inset shows the invariant Wulff shape with
edge colors as in Fig. 1a. (c) The ε-plot and Wulff constructions for AgNO2 at
μAg = μAg-bulk with blue, grey and red lines for (λ, λ’) = (−0.42, 0), (−0.02, 0) and
(0.38, 0). (d-f) show zoom in of c; bottom inset shows experimental images125,
thin red lines highlight the angles at the sample-needle tips, matching well the
computed in d and f.
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Factual no-symmetry (C1) material example, a monolayer of common salt
silver nitrite AgNO2113,114, has triclinic unit cell, and can be viewed as Ag lattice with
NO2 groups inserted between the Ag atoms of the sparse direction of l2, Figure 3.1 b.
The normals of all 8 basic edges are at a = 0º, 48.5º, 79.5º, 117.2º, 180º, 228.5º,
259.5º and 297.2º. For AgNO2, the use of energy expression ε(a) for the arbitrarily
oriented edge, as well as the MS relating the 8 basic EE, are all like the y-crystal
above. New for an actual material is that the RHS values in the MS now can be
provided as specific DFT-computed values: 0.82, 0.01, 0.52, 0.64 for the ribbons, and
near 3.15 for the triangles. Another novelty is in tri-elemental composition, which
can still be treated as bi-elemental, Ag and NO2. With μAg + μNO2 = μAgNO2 invariant,
only one physical parameter must be specified, e.g. chemical potential of silver, μAg.
It enters the RHS of the MS in the following way, seen by inspection of Figure 3.1 b:
μAg subtracted from the E11’, E33’ and E44’, for the ribbons naturally containing extra
Ag, but not from E22’; similarly, for the triangles (shaded in Figure 3.1 b) one should
subtract μAg from both E123’ and E12’4, to account for the extra Ag, one per primitive
cell. MS for AgNO2 is:
ε1 + ε1’ = 0.82 eV/Å
ε2 + ε2’ = 0.01 eV/Å
ε3 + ε3’ = 0.52 eV/Å
ε4 + ε4’ = 0.64 eV/Å
3.39ε1 + 4.93 ε2 + 6.47 ε3’ = 3.15 eV
3.39 ε1 + 5.46 ε4 + 4.93 ε2’ = 3.15 eV
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Equation 3.4 − Master-system for AgNO2.

At a given μAg, for some conditions, the MS requires again a closure with two
latent parameters, which can be selected as λ = ε1 − ε1’, λ’ = ε2 − ε2’, in order to
proceed and solve now-complete MS of 8 equations, to determine all εi and the
entire EE function ε(a). We choose here not to explore how μAg affects the crystal
shape (aspect already covered above for SnS case), but instead assign its value to the
bulk silver, and proceed to predict the shape by solving the MS, and then finding the
Wulff plots. The results reveal a shape quite extreme and surprising at first, Figure
3.3 c. To our satisfaction we were able to find a confirmation in rather scarce for
AgNO2 experimental evidence (Figure 3.3 bottom, insets), where the crystal shapes
are quite irregular125 yet resemble strikingly what theory predicts: highly elongated
needle, of no symmetry at all, with one end slanted while another nearly straight.

3.4. Strategies for Morphologies of Asymmetric TwoDimensional Materials
As established from our analysis and examples, the “latent edge energy”
method can determine the ES of 2D low-symmetry materials with no-well defined
edge energy; where some edges can never be isolated and hence their energies
never resolved. It also supports the traditional Wulff construction method by
overcoming the limitation that the ES can only be determined for materials with
separable edges. To establish the validity and gain new perspective into the
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relationship between “latent edge energy” method and traditional ES determining
techniques, we apply it to high symmetry materials for which the solution for ES is
readily available109. Here, we apply our method to monolayer hexagonal boron
nitride (BN). It’s well-known that BN has D3h symmetry, and three basic directions,
A, Z-B and Z-N. The edge energy εBN(a) along an arbitrary orientation can be
expressed as Equation 3.1:
ε(a) = |ε| cos(a + C)
|ε| = 2 (εA2 + εZx2 – √3 εA εZx)1/2 and C = sgn(a) ∙ arctan(√3 – 2 εZx/εA)

Equation 3.5 – The total edge energy for BN.

with the subscript x = N or x = B. Since Z-B and Z-N edges can’t be separated by a
ribbon, they were in previous work calculated using an equilateral triangle with
identical edges7 (Figure 3.4 a). However, in the “latent edge energy” method the
determination of εbasic skips the construction of polygons with identical edges, i.e. it
overcomes the necessity of isolating all the edges. Instead, we use a ribbon with
opposite Z-N and Z-B edges, as seen in Figure 3.4 b. On the other hand, the A edge
can be isolated with a ribbon, and εA = 0.76 eV/Å is estimated (in agreement with
previous work7. Though the A edge is independent of μ, the dependence of Z edges
on μ affects the delicate balance between εbasic, which changes the ES of BN. In order
to establish the relation between εZ-B, εZ-N and μB (chemical potential of B), we
construct a triangle with non-identical edges, an advantage of the “latent energy
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method”, as shown in Figure 3.4 b. We arrive at the same expressions as Liu et al.7,
εZ-B = (0.12 − 0.13μB) eV/Å and εZ-N = (0.12 + 0.13μB) eV/Å. These εbasic(μB) when
substituted in equation for ε, reproduce ES of BN as a function of μB as shown in
Figure 3.4 c (in agreement with previous results7. We find that from low to high μB,
ES evolves from triangle with Z-N edges → enneagon with Z-N and A edges →
hexagon with A edges → enneagon with Z-B and A edges → triangle with Z-B edges.
Thus, confirming the validity and applicability of our “latent edge energy” method.
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Figure 3.4 − Structure, edge energies and ES of BN. (a) BN triangles with
identical edges used in previous work. (b) BN ribbon and triangle with
different edges used in this work. (c) edge energies of AC, ZZ-B and ZZ-N edges
as chemical potential of sulfur μB varies. Inserted polygons are ES
corresponding to different μB range, which are separated by dot dash line and
shaded in different color, respectively.

Above we have illustrated the method to determining ES for 2D low
symmetry materials with no-well defined edge energy. SnS and AgNO2 monolayers
were examples for “latent edge energy” method with single and double inseparable
edges, respectively. Now we generalize the analysis to all 2D materials to determine:
(1) which type of 2D materials have no-well defined edge energy problem, and need
“latent edge energy” method to resolve ES. (2) The number of such materials and (3)
the number of undeterminable edges for them. We establish this task through
symmetry analysis of the 2D materials, where we distinguish them based on the
determinacy of edge energy. As a prerequisite of Wulff construction, the
determinacy of ε of a material can be inspected from the symmetry operations
present in the symmetry group to which the material belongs; this is because the
symmetry operations control whether the edges are separable. Since most 2D
materials (except h-BN and graphene) consist of more than one atomic layer (for e.g.
MoS2), the strictly 2D space groups are not adequate in describing the symmetry of
these materials. Hence, 3D symmetry groups have to be applied to 2D materials for
determining the ε. Also, unlike 3D materials where materials with the same point
group have identical ε, point groups don’t satisfy this condition in 2D since some
symmetry operations (such as translation), are either broken or invalid for edge
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separation, especially along the direction normal to the plane. In addition, the
normal vector can also possess multiple orientations in the same space group, which
leads to breaking of additional symmetries and different results (details discussed in
the following paragraph). Hence, without loss of generality, here we focus our
analysis on three cases where the directions normal to the 2D plane are along the
cartesian x, y and z directions.
The ε of 2D materials along a random direction can only be solved for a
separable edge, i.e. a polygon enclosed by identical edges has to be introduced or
defined. Such a polygon can solve ε along at least 2 directions. For e.g., a ribbon with
chemically identical opposite edges results in solvable ε along 2 anti-parallel
directions. A polygon with ‘n’ sides which are chemically identical, results in
solvable ε along ‘n’ directions. For materials with inversion symmetry, it’s obvious
that ε along all directions can be solved by ribbons with chemically identical
opposite edges. While for those without inversion symmetry, as long as ε along two
intersecting (i.e. non-parallel) directions are solvable, denoted as ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d1 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d2 , then
that along any other direction ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d3 can be calculated by a triangle with sides along ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d1 ,
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d2 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
d3 ; i.e. ε is well-defined for all directions. On the contrary, a material doesn’t
have well defined ε if none of the ε along intersecting directions are solvable;
equivalent to the cases where only 2 anti-parallel directions are solvable, or none of
them are solvable. Hence, the criterion for well-defined ε in 2D materials is that the
number of directions of solvable ε is larger than 2. Therefore, all 2D materials can be
sorted into four types according to the determinacy of ε, as shown in Table 3.3.
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The determinacy of ε Type Inversion symmetry

The number of directions
of solvable ε

Wi
Wn
N2
N0

>2
>2
2
0

well defined
no-well defined

Yes
No
No
No

Table 3.3 − The types of 2D materials according to the determinacy of ε.

Hence based on our symmetry analysis, monolayer SnS and AgNO2 belong to
“no-well defined” group of types N2 and N0, respectively. The effect of the symmetry
operations in the 230 space groups on the number of directions for solvable ε and
the total number of directions of solvable ε for a 2D material with a certain space
group symmetry can be determined, and hence its “type” (Wi, Wn, N2, N0). As an
example, we show in the case of monolayer SnS which belongs to No. 31 Pmn21, the
number of directions of solvable ε for the 3 normal directions (x,y,z) in Table 3.4;
here, the vector normal to monolayer SnS is along y direction.
x
y
z
(1 | t = 0)
×
×
×
1 1
(2001 | t = 2 0 2) [001] & [001̅] [001] & [001̅]
×
1 1
(m010 | t = 2 0 2) [001] & [001̅]
×
[100] & [1̅00]
(m100 | t = 0)
×
[001] & [001̅] [010] & [01̅0]
Nd
2
2
4
Type
N2
N2
Wn
Table 3.4 − The directions of solvable γ and material type for No. 31 space
symmetry group Pmn21. x, y and z represent the direction normal to the 2D
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material plane. Nd are the number of directions for which γ is solvable, and t
represents the translation vector.

We find that type Wi contains 11 point groups: Ci, C2h, D2h, C4h, D4h, S6, D3d, C6h,
D6h, Th and Oh with inversion symmetry. There are 7 point groups: D2, D4, D6, D3h, T,
O and Td, with all the 3 cases belonging to type Wn. The classification of 230 space
groups according to no-well defined edge energy problem is shown in Table 3.5. To
summarize, we find that of all the 230 space groups, 92 of them have well-defined ε
due to inversion symmetry, 62 without inversion symmetry but also have “welldefined” ε, and 76 include cases of “no-well defined” ε. In contrast, criteria for 3D
materials is relatively simple; as pointed out by Cahn28, those belonging to 10 point
groups (67 space groups) C1, Cs, C2, C2v, C3, C3v, C4, C4v, C6 and C6v don’t have welldefined ε, while the others do. Hence, highlighting the vast difference between 3D
and 2D materials and the determinacy of ES. Based on the above two examples of ES
determinations for 2D SnS and AgNO2, and symmetry analysis, we summarize the
workflow of our “latent edge energy” method together with Wulff construction in
Figure 3.5.

Wi

x

y

z

Ci(2), C2h(10-15),
D2h(47-74), C4h(83-88),
D4h(123-142), S6(147,
148), D3d(162-167),
D6h(191-194), Th(200206), Oh(221-230)

Ci(2), C2h(10-15),
D2h(47-74), C4h(83-88),
D4h(123-142), S6(147,
148), D3d(162-167),
D6h(191-194), Th(200206), Oh(221-230)

Ci(2), C2h(10-15),
D2h(47-74), C4h(8388), D4h(123-142),
S6(147, 148),
D3d(162-167),
D6h(191-194),
Th(200-206),
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Oh(221-230)

Wn

D2(16-24), D4(89-98),
D2d(111-116, 119122), D3(150, 152, 154,
155), D3h(187-190),
T(195-199), O(207214), Td(215-220)

C2(3, 5), D2(16-24),
D4(89-98), D2d(111116, 119-122), D3(150,
152, 154, 155),
D3h(187-190), T(195199), O(207-214),
Td(215-220)

D2(16-24), C2v(2546), C4(75, 77, 79),
S4(81, 82), D4(8998), C4v(99-110),
D2d(111-122),
C3(143, 146),
D3(149-155),
C3v(156-161),
C6(168, 171-173),
C3h(174), C6v(183186), D3h(187-190),
T(195-199), O(207214), Td(215-220)

N2

C2(3-5), Cs(6-9),
C2v(25-46), C4(75-80),
S4(81, 82), C4v(99-110),
D2d(117, 118), D3(149,
151, 1535), C3v(156,
158, 160, 161), C6(168173), C3h(174),
C6v(183-186)

C2v(25-46), C4(75-80),
S4(81, 82), C4v(99-110),
D2d(117, 118), D3(149,
151, 153), C3v(156,
158, 160, 161), C6(168173), C3h(174),
C6v(183-186)

C2(3-5), Cs(6-9)

N0

C1(1), C3(143-146),
C3v(157, 159)

C1(1), C2(4), Cs(6-9),
C3(143-146), C3v(157,
159)

C1(1), C4(76, 78,
80), C3(144, 145),
C6(169, 170)

Table 3.5 − The classification of 230 space groups according to no-well defined
edge energy problem. Here x, y, z are directions normal to the 2D plane, and
the 3D space groups belonging to the point groups are given in the brackets.
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Figure 3.5 − The workflow of the determination of ES for 2D materials by
“latent edge energy” method together with Wulff construction.

Predictions or explanations of equilibrium crystal shapes, traditionally done
through geometrical Wulff construction, relied on known energy of the surfaces – in
case of intensely researched 2D materials, their edges. For materials of low
symmetry, the edge energy, however, cannot be computed or even conceptually
defined, so one seemingly cannot foresee the shapes without invoking empirical
data from experiments126. Above we demonstrate how, through a well-planned set
of total energy evaluations, augmented by a concept of “latent edge energies”, we
can restore utility of the Wulff construct and accurately predict the equilibrium
shapes of any material. This allowed us to easily include the role of chemical
potential, to explore example-materials SnS and fully asymmetric AgNO2, and to
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predict their shapes (in accord with observations). It is straightforward to
generalize this approach to 3D crystals, where our MS would grow up to 23 linear
algebraic equations, plus 3 constraints with latent parameters, still easily solvable
for predicting their shapes from first principles. Set notations as axis x=1, y=2, z=3, x=1’, -y=2’,-z=3’, and Ci are Constants. 3D MS has 26 unknowns, 23 equations,
including 13 slabs, 6 wedges and 4 tetrahedrons as shown in Figure 3.6. Then 13
slabs equations are:
e1+e1’= C1,

e2+e2’=C2,

e2+e3’=C3,

e12+e1’2’=C4,

e12’+e1’2=C5,

e23’+e2’3=C6,

e23’+e2’3=C7,

e13’+e1’3=C8,

e13’+e1’3=C9,

e123+e1’2’3’=C10,

e123’+e1’2’3=C11,

e12’3’+e1’23=C12,

e1’23’+e12’3=C13,

6 wedges equations are:
e1+e2+e1’2’=C14,

e1+e2’+e1’2=C15,

e2+e3+e2’3’=C16,

e2+e3’+e12’3=C17,

e1+e3+e1’3’=C18,

e1+e3’+e1’3=C19,

4 tetrahedrons equations are:
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e1+e2+e3+e123=C20,

e1+e2’+e3+e12’3=C21,

e1’+e2’+e3+e1’2’3=C22,

e1’+e2+e3+e1’23=C23.

Equation 3.6 − Master-system for 3D.

Besides, at finite temperatures, one would simply need to replace the RHS of our MS
by Gibbs free energies (instead of DFT-computed values) which is well studied and
does not interfere with our approach. Presence of substrate can reduce the
symmetry of 2D-layers127, further expanding the necessity of proposed method.
Crystals of low symmetry proteins and other biomolecules128 may also offer broad
application to understanding their morphology, beyond the scope of the present
work but certainly intriguing.

Figure 3.6 − 3D slabs, wedges and tetrahedron. (a) Three slabs with opposite
faces as cubic surfaces (grey), diagonal faces (blue) and body-diagonal faces
(red), respectively. (b) Two non-equivalent wedges. (c) Four non-equivalent
tetrahedrons.
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Chapter 4

Synthesis Mechanism and Electronic
Properties of Borophene

4.1. Synthesis Mechanism of Borophene on Substrate Au(111)
This work has been published on ACS Nano 13, 3816−3822 (2019).129
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Kiraly, B., Liu, X., Wang, L., Zhang, Z.,
Mannix, A. J., Fisher, B. L., Yakobson, B. I., Hersam, M. C. & Guisinger, N. P.
“Borophene synthesis on Au(111).” ACS Nano 13, 3816-3822 (2019). Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.
Guided by predictive and computational chemical synthesis, the recent
discovery and experimental realization of borophene (the first two-dimensional
(2D) allotrope of boron) is emerging as a groundbreaking system for boron-based
chemistry and, more broadly, the field of low-dimensional materials. Exploration of
the phase space for growth is critical because borophene is a synthetic 2D material
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that does not have a bulk layered counterpart and thus cannot be isolated via
exfoliation methods. Herein, based on the first experimental synthesis of borophene
on Au(111) substrates, we proposed the synthesis mechanism supported by abinitio modeling of interstitial boron diffusion into the Au lattice. Unlike previously
studied growth on Ag substrates, boron diffuses into Au at elevated temperatures
and segregates to the surface to form borophene islands as the substrate cools.
Borophene synthesis also modifies the surface reconstruction of the Au(111)
substrate, resulting in a trigonal network that templates growth at low coverage.
This initial growth is comprised of discrete borophene nanoclusters, whose shape
and size are consistent with theoretical predictions. As the concentration of boron
increases, nano-templating breaks down and larger borophene islands are
observed. DFT simulations consistent with spectroscopic measurements reveal that
borophene grown on Au(111) possesses metallic electronic structure, suggesting
potential applications in 2D plasmonics, superconductivity, interconnects,
electrodes, and transparent conductors.
4.1.1. Introduction
As the lightest valence-three element, boron possesses inherently unique
chemical properties that tend to favor complex bonding arrangements.130-136 From
computational modeling to experimental synthesis, the recent discovery of twodimensional (2D) boron polymorphs, collectively referred to as borophene131, has
further elaborated the richness of boron chemistry and ushered in a new class of
low-dimensional materials137-144. Borophene is an elemental 2D metal with
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superlative theoretical properties including a tensile strength comparable to
graphene and a relatively high superconducting transition temperature.137,145 The
initial breakthrough for borophene synthesis occurred using Ag(111) substrates,
although theoretical modeling predicts stable low-energy structures on additional
metal surfaces (e.g., Au and Cu)139. Here, based on ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
synthesis and characterization of borophene on Au(111), we proposed that the
growth mechanism results from surface segregation of boron that has dissolved into
the Au substrate, which is in stark contrast to boron limited to the surface on
Ag(111)137,139. Furthermore, the energy minimization and strain relief of the
Au(111) surface results in nanoscale templating of borophene nucleation and
growth. Increasing boron coverage results in a breakdown of the nanoscale
templating mechanism, allowing the borophene to evolve from small ordered
islands to larger sheets.
4.1.2. Experimental Facts
The pristine Au(111) surface, shown in the UHV scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) image of Figure 4.1 a, possesses the herringbone surface
reconstruction. Low temperature deposition results in boron clusters confined to
the surface. At substrate temperatures of ~550 °C, boron clusters are no longer
present and a transformation is observed from the conventional herringbone
reconstruction to a trigonal network where small nanoscale borophene islands
emerge, as seen in Figure 4.1 b. Atomic-resolution imaging of the Au(111) surface
confirms that the trigonal strain-relief network forms within the Au surface, while
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borophene islands nucleate at the nodes of the network. The total dose of atomic
boron needed to observe nanoscale borophene islands is an order of magnitude
greater than what is needed to form a monolayer on Ag(111), which is the first
indication that boron may be dissolving into the bulk at these substrate
temperatures. The chemical properties of the boron-modified Au(111) surface are
investigated by in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as shown in Figure
4.2. Increasing the boron dose eventually results in the breakdown of the trigonal
network and the formation of larger borophene islands that are embedded in the
topmost layer of Au, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 b. The dashed hexagons in the insets
of Figure 4.2 b illustrate the trigonal network. Borophene sheets increase in size
with boron dose, leading to domains that extend at least several tens of nanometers
at the highest doses in this study as seen in the bottom two panels of Figure 4.2 b.
STM (Figure 4.2) reveal that boron clusters form on the surface at low temperature,
while boron appears to dissolve into the bulk at elevated temperatures. Thus, we
suggest that the borophene growth results from surface segregation of boron from
the bulk when the sample is cooled (illustrated in Figure 4.3 a). This surface
segregation of boron to form borophene on Au(111) is contrary to the surface-only
growth on Ag(111); these two schemes are analogous to the two primary growth
modes observed for graphene on metal substrates.146
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Figure 4.1 − (a) STM image of a clean Au(111) surface that shows the
herringbone reconstruction (V = -1.5 V, I = 100 pA). (b) Following boron
deposition at 550 °C, the herringbone reconstruction is modified to a trigonal
network, where nanoscale borophene islands (one highlighted by a white
dashed line) emerge at the nodes resulting in templated growth across the
surface.

Figure 4.2 − (a) B1s core-level spectra for room temperature B deposition
(orange), trigonal network with low-dose (green), trigonal network with highdose (red), and clean Au(111) (blue). (b) Increasing boron dose results in the
breakdown of the trigonal network and growth of larger borophene islands.
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4.1.3. Results and Analysis
To gain further insight into the mechanisms underlying the apparent surface
segregation and recessed growth modes of boron on Au(111), we performed density
functional theory (DFT) calculations to quantify the adsorption energetics of boron
atoms on this surface. We do not compute all of the atom-state sequences, as in the
nanoreactor diagram147, but only key initial configurations. Figure 4.3 c shows the
resulting DFT predictions of the relaxed energies of boron atoms at different sites
within and on top of Au(111). The calculations indicate that while both bulk solution
and surface locations are energetically favorable, they are significantly higher in
energy than the near-surface dissolution of boron atoms. In particular, the most
stable configurations of isolated boron atoms is in subsurface sites in the topmost
layer, with sites along Au(111) step edges being favored by ~0.3 eV over planar
subsurface sites. These energetics differ significantly from those of boron on
Ag(111)137,139. The surface strain is greater in Au, up to 5.5%148, than in Ag so that
inlayer growth is preferred on Au. Despite their similar chemical properties, the
noble metal surfaces have strongly differing electronic densities near the Fermi
level (Ef), which leads to the stabilization of distinct boron configurations.
Importantly, subsurface boron undergo a less steric effect from surrounding Au and
in turn can form a stronger Au-B interaction to adopt a significantly more
energetically favorable adsorption site.
Modeling of the boron diffusion energetics within the first Au(111) layer
shows further consistency with the experimental observation of embedded islands.
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For example, Figure 4.3 c illustrates the energetics of multi-atom boron clusters on
the Au(111) surface. As shown with respect to the energy of a single subsurface
boron atom, the calculations favor the formation of small boron clusters within the
Au(111) subsurface. The increasing depth of the potential well for dimers and
subsequently trimers indicates the preference for boron-boron bond formation
within this subsurface environment. Furthermore, the most stable configuration
involves a Au atom being expelled out of the surface to accommodate the boron
trimer cluster, attributed largely to further relief of surface stress on Au(111). The
nucleated boron trimer then extends into 2D islands upon further docking of boron
atoms and the removal of redundant Au atoms. Again, this behavior marks a
significant difference from the 2D surface growth motif of borophene overlayers on
Ag(111)137,139, confirming the experimental observations.
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Figure 4.3 − (a) Schematic illustration of borophene growth dynamics. At low
substrate temperature, the boron is predominately on the surface and forms
boron clusters. For higher temperatures, the boron dissolves into the bulk
and then segregates to the surface upon cooling to form 2D borophene sheets.
(b) Minimum energy path for boron diffusion on Au(111) (red), penetration
from the fcc site on the surface into the subsurface (gray), and diffusion in the
subsurface (blue). (c) DFT calculations of the free energies of single boron
atoms at various locations on the Au(111) surface and in the Au(111) bulk, as
well as boron dimer and trimer in the subsurface. The gold and boron atoms
are displayed in yellow and red, respectively. (d) SIMS spectra show that
boron is limited to the surface when deposited at room temperature, but is
present ~30 nm into the subsurface region in the trigonal network sample
that was prepared at high temperature.

DFT calculations reveal that the previously predicted borophene structure on
Au(111) is metallic, as illustrated by the band structure and density of states (DOS)
in Figure 4.4 b.139 Scanning tunneling point spectra verify that the 2D borophene on
Au(111) is indeed metallic as shown in the blue curve in Figure 4.4 c.

Figure 4.4 − (a) Calculated band structure and electronic density of states
(DOS) for monolayer boron on Au(111) showing metallic characteristics. Red
lines represent electronic bands contributed by borophene and grey lines are
by Au. The thickness represents the weight of contribution. (b) dI/dV point
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spectra taken on (gray) Au(111) for reference, (red) large borophene sheets
on Au(111) for comparison, and (dark blue) borophene nano-islands on
Au(111). Dashed lines at +/- 300 mV highlight the boron island spectral
features that are discussed in the text.

4.2. Line Defects of Borophene on Substrate Ag(111)
This work has been published on Nature Materials 17, 783–788 (2018).143
Two-dimensional (2D) boron (i.e., borophene) was recently synthesized
following theoretical predictions137-139,149,150. Its metallic nature and high in-plane
anisotropy combine many of the desirable attributes of graphene63 and monolayer
black phosphorus151. As a synthetic 2D material, its structural properties cannot be
deduced from bulk boron, which implies that the intrinsic defects of borophene
remain unexplored. Here, based on experimental observations, we investigate
borophene line defects at the atomic scale with density functional theory (DFT).
Under suitable growth conditions, borophene phases corresponding to the v1/6 and
v1/5 models are found to intermix and accommodate line defects in each other with
structures that match the constituent units of the other phase. These line defects
energetically favor spatially periodic self-assembly that gives rise to new borophene
phases, ultimately blurring the distinction between borophene crystals and defects.
This phenomenon is unique to borophene as a result of its high in-plane anisotropy
and energetically and structurally similar polymorphs. This atomic-level
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understanding is likely to inform ongoing efforts to devise and realize applications
based on borophene.
4.2.1. Introduction
With the advent of direct synthetic pathways in the atomically thin limit, the
family of 2D materials now includes members that are not layered in the bulk142. For
example, atomically thin phases of boron have been realized through direct growth
in UHV with the resulting 2D structures collectively being referred to as
borophene137,138. Theoretical calculations predict that borophene can form on
metallic substrates with multiple possible polymorphs that possess similar
formation energies but different arrangements of hollow hexagons (HHs) in an
otherwise triangular lattice139,149,150. Indeed, experimental studies have revealed
multiple borophene phases whose relative occurrence depends on the growth
temperature and boron deposition rate137,138. As a synthetic 2D material, borophene
growth is templated by the growth substrate, which plays a major role in stabilizing
the 2D atomic layer and determining its structural properties such as the observed
height undulations induced by reconstructed Ag substrates140 and the shift of the
structural ground state when grown on substrates compared to vacuum139.
Practically, the stability of borophene is an important factor towards realistic
applications including transferring borophene onto other substrates. Theoretically,
previous reports have demonstrated both dynamic stability152 and instability153 of
free-standing borophene as indicated by the absence and presence of imaginary
portions of the phonon spectrum, respectively. In contrast to semiconducting bulk
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boron, borophene is a highly anisotropic metal137,138,140,154 with unique surface
chemistry that strongly influences molecular self-assembly141. Moreover,
experimental evidence for massless Dirac fermions155 and theoretically predicted
superconductivity145 expand the desirable characteristics offered by borophene,
making it a highly promising platform for novel material physics with potential
utility in next-generation electronic technologies.
While most theoretical predictions for borophene have assumed perfect
crystalline structures, defects are inevitable in as-grown materials, thus
necessitating atomic-scale studies of defect structure in order to understand and
potentially exploit their implications for materials properties. Although extensive
research has explored point and line defects in graphene156,157 and transition metal
dichalcogenide monolayers158-160, borophene defects remain essentially unexplored.
Here, we study borophene under growth conditions that concurrently yield multiple
borophene phases and thus relatively high concentrations of line defects.
4.2.2. Structures of Borophene Line Defects on Ag(111)
4.2.2.1. Experimental Facts
To visualize the atomic structure of these line defects, high-resolution STM
images are provided in Figure 4.5 a and Figure 4.5 b, where line defects in v1/6 and
v1/5 sheets are indicated by blue and red arrow heads, respectively. Upon close
examination, the line defects appear as linear assemblies of rectangular structures
that are registered with the borophene lattice. In particular, the line defect in the
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v1/6 sheet is represented by blue rectangles that are arranged in a staggered manner
(Figure 4.5 a), whereas the line defect in the v1/5 sheet is represented by aligned red
rectangles (Figure 4.5 b). In other words, the line defect in the v1/6 domain
resembles the unit of a v1/5 sheet and vice versa. In addition, the respective interrow spacings of the line defects in v1/6 and v1/5 sheets are 0.45 ± 0.02 nm (denoted
as d2) and 0.54 ± 0.03 nm (denoted as d1), which matches those of the v1/5 and v1/6
sheets.
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Figure 4.5 − Atomic structures of borophene line defects. a,b, STM images of
line defects in v1/6 and v1/5 borophene sheets indicated by blue and red arrow
heads, respectively. c, Regions of the blue, gray, and green boxes in (a,b),
corresponding to the boundary of v1/6 and v1/5 sheets, line defect in v1/6, and
line defect in v1/5, respectively. d, Schematic representations of the three
regions in (c). e, Relaxed structure models (top) and zoomed-in structures
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(bottom) corresponding to the three regions in (c). The v1/6 and v1/5 structures
are shaded red and blue, respectively. f, Cross-sectional views of the relaxed
structures in (e), showing no out-of-plane buckling. g, Simulated STM images
based on the structures in (e), showing close agreement with the experimental
data. STM bias voltages: (a) Vs = –0.38 V, (b) Vs = –0.91 V.

4.2.2.2. Results and Analysis
To confirm that the line defects in the v1/6 and v1/5 sheets possess the
structures of the other sheet, we compare our experimental observations with DFT
modeling that takes into account the contributions from the Ag substrate (see
details in the methods section). The regions enclosed by the blue, gray, and green
boxes in Figure 4.5 a and Figure 4.5 b are displayed in Figure 4.5 c, corresponding to
the phase boundary of the v1/5 and v1/6 sheets (blue), and line defects in v1/6 (gray)
and v1/5 (green) sheets, respectively. These images are schematically depicted using
the aforementioned red and blue rectangle structural units in Figure 4.5 d for
further comparison. Based on these observations, structural models for the line
defects were generated using a large supercell (containing up to 800 atoms), with
the DFT-relaxed structures shown in Figure 4.5 e. The templating effect of the
substrate results in epitaxial growth of the two borophene phases with parallel
alignment of the HH rows in each phase. The registry of the two lattices along the
horizontal rows further allows the v1/6 and v1/5 sheets (shaded red and blue,
respectively) to connect seamlessly and exhibit an atomically smooth phase
boundary, without the appearance of any newly-coordinated boron atoms, as shown
by the zoomed-in images in Figure 4.5 e. In other words, each line defect is a row of
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the v1/5 or v1/6 structure inserted in the v1/6 or v1/5 sheet, respectively. The crosssectional views of the DFT-relaxed structures on Ag(111) are shown in Figure 4.5 f,
revealing no observable out-of-plane distortion even at phase boundaries, which
contributes to their high stability. The calculated values d1 = 0.51 nm and d2 = 0.43
nm for the line defects in v1/5 and v1/6 sheets agree well with the experimentally
measured values d1 = 0.54 ± 0.03 nm and d2 = 0.45 ± 0.02 nm. In addition, the
simulated STM images in Figure 4.5 g based on the structures in Figure 4.5 e are in
excellent agreement with the experimental STM images, thus corroborating the
proposed structure of the line defects.
The perfect lattice match along the HH rows allows the v1/6 and v1/5
borophene sheets to intermix and extend into each other with atomically smooth
phase boundaries by introducing the aforementioned line defects. The fact that the
v1/6 and v1/5 sheets share the same lattice constants along the HH rows suggests
additional assemblies of their unit structures. While this framework seemingly
accommodates arbitrary combinations of v1/6 and v1/5 rows, line defects often show
local periodicity. This observation can be explored with DFT calculations including
finite temperature contributions and substrate interactions by shifting one line
defect (e.g., a v1/6 row in a v1/5 sheet) off its periodic position as shown in Figure 4.6.
The total energy includes the zero-temperature free energy, zero-point vibrational
energy, energy due to vibrational entropy, thermal excitation-induced electronic
energy increase, and energy due to electronic entropy at the growth temperature
728 K (see next paragraph and Table 4.1 for details). In comparison to the periodic
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structure, the total energy increases as the line defect is displaced from its periodic
position, rendering the structure with periodic line defects as the ground state. The
fact that spatially periodic line defects minimize total energy is consistent with the
different amounts of charge transfer from the Ag substrate to the v1/5 and v1/6 rows
due to their different HH concentrations.150

Figure 4.6 − The relative change of total energy at 728 K of different line defect
configurations. A v1/6 row in a v1/5 sheet is shifted from the periodic
configuration (A) to the right resulting in aperiodic configurations (B, C, and
D). The increase of energy indicates that spatially periodic line defects are the
most energetically favorable.

The inclusion of vibrational and electronic entropy is relevant at finite
temperatures, but the use of DFT for obtaining the vibrational spectrum is not
feasible due to the required large-scale models with substrates (up to 1000 atoms).
Nevertheless, in order to examine the influence of entropy and energy addition at
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elevated temperature, we employed an empirical Morse potential to replace the Ag
substrate and performed calculations of zero-point vibrational energy, and
vibrational and electronic entropies at finite temperatures. Vibrational frequencies
were obtained from DFT calculations based on the harmonic approximation. Then,
the zero-point vibrational energy was calculated by

𝐸0𝑣𝑖𝑏 =

1
∑ ℏ𝜈𝑖
2
𝑖

Equation 4.1 − The zero-point vibrational energy.

where νi are the vibrational frequencies.
The energy contributed by vibrational entropy was calculated by

1
ℏ𝜈𝑖
1
𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 = −𝑘𝐵 𝑇[∑ ln (
)+∑
+ 1]
ℏ𝜈𝑖
ℏ𝜈
𝑖
𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝑘 𝑇
−
𝑘
𝑇
𝑖
𝑖
1−𝑒 𝐵
(𝑒 𝐵 − 1)

Equation 4.2 − The energy contributed by vibrational entropy.

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.
The thermal excitation-induced electronic energy increase at T > 0 was calculated
by

𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖 = ∫ 𝐸 ∙ 𝐷𝑂𝑆(𝐸) ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝑑𝐸
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Equation 4.3 − The thermal excitation-induced electronic energy.

where E is energy, DOS(E) is the density of states, and f is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function:

𝑓=

1
𝐸−𝐸𝐹
𝑒 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

+1

where EF is the energy of the Fermi level.
The energy contributed by electronic entropy was calculated by

𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 ∫ 𝐷𝑂𝑆(𝐸) ∙ [𝑓 ∙ 𝑙𝑛𝑓 + (1 − 𝑓) ∙ ln(1 − 𝑓)] ∙ 𝑑𝐸

Equation 4.4 − The energy contributed by electronic entropy.

The total energy was calculated by
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸0𝑇 + 𝐸0𝑣𝑖𝑏 + 𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 + 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

Equation 4.5 − The total energy of borophene.

where E0T is zero temperature energy from DFT.

A
B
C
D

ΔE0T (meV)
0.000
0.059
0.318
0.673

E0vib (meV)
110.997
112.940
112.361
112.469

Evib (meV)
-199.426
-195.173
-195.773
-195.593

Eexci (meV)
38.478
41.076
39.137
48.177

Eelec (meV)
-3.018
-2.990
-2.964
-3.132

ΔEtotal (meV)
0.000
8.882
6.048
15.563
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Table 4.1 − Relative zero temperature free energy ΔE0T, zero-point vibrational
energy E0vib, energy due to vibrational entropy Evib, thermal excitationinduced electronic energy increase Eexci, energy due to electronic entropy Eelec
at 728 K, and relative total energy ΔEtotal per atom for the configurations A, B,
C, and D in Figure 4.6.

4.2.3. Electronic Property of Borophene on Ag(111): Charge Density Wave
4.2.3.1. Experimental Facts
With the increased energy resolution at low temperatures (~4 K), a gap at
the Fermi level is revealed in the STS spectra of the v1/5 and v1/6 phases of
borophene (Figure 4.7 a) with two shoulders at about –45 and 45 mV. Moreover,
periodic modulations appear in the STS map (Figure 4.7 c) of the v1/5 phase
borophene (Figure 4.7 b), which are better visualized in the Fourier transforms of
the topography and the STS map, as respectively shown in Figure 4.7 d,e. The points
indicated by the yellow arrow heads correspond to the inter-row spacing of 0.45
nm, and the blue arrow heads indicate points from a superstructure with a ~1.33
nm periodicity that corresponds to three boron rows. The borophene orientation is
schematically shown in the inset of Figure 4.7 b. As the unit cell of the v1/5 phase
borophene contains two boron rows, this superstructure can be categorized as 3 ×
2. This periodicity is independent of energy and is inconsistent with a Moiré pattern
or Friedel oscillations. Given these observations and the metallic nature of
borophene, the superstructure is consistent with a CDW.
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Figure 4.7 − Electronic modulations at low temperature. a, STS spectra of the
v1/6 and v1/5 phases of borophene measured at ~4 K reveal a gap feature at
the Fermi level. b,c, STM topography (b) and STS map (c) of a v1/5 borophene
domain. The inset in b shows the borophene orientation. d,e, Fourier
transforms of the images in b and c, respectively. The yellow and blue arrow
heads indicate points that correspond to the inter-row spacing and the 3 × 2
superstructure, respectively.

4.2.3.2. Results and Analysis
To corroborate the observed CDW, we perform DFT analysis. As shown in
Figure 4.8 a, the linear structure of v1/5 brophene result in the anisotropy brillouin
zone and qausi-rectangle Fermi contour (red band). With increasing doping level,
the qausi-1D characteristic of its Fermi contour become more obvious. Also the 2
pieces of Fermi surface which connected by Fermi nesting vector with length of
rough q ≈ 2by/3 increase as shown in Figure 4.8 b-c, and this certain vector
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corresponds to 3/2 unit periodic of the lattice constant along y direction. Due to the
coupling of the 2 pieces of Fermi surface connected by nesting vector with length of
rough q ≈ 2/3by under electron doping, v1/5 borophene show 3/2 periodic
modulation of charge density wave along y direction. The electron repulsion open a
gap with a width of Δq, which hints the 2 pieces of nesting Fermi surface are rough
parallel, and strict parallel is not necessary.

Figure 4.8 − DFT calculations of the Fermi surface of v1/5 phase borophene at
doping levels of a, 0 eV, b, 0.2 eV, and c, 1.0 eV. The inset in (a) denotes the
crystal orientation. The blue and red lines are Fermi surface contours of
different electronic bands. The purple arrows indicate the Fermi surface
nesting vector. The Brillouin zone is marked by the gray lines.
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Chapter 5

Electro-Catalytic Applications of LowDimensional Materials

5.1. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction of MoS2 Grain Boundaries
This work has been published on Nature Materials 18, 1098–1104 (2019).161
The semiconductor-electrolyte interface dominates the behaviors of
semiconductor electrocatalysis, and has been modeled as a Schottky-analog junction
according to the classic electron transfer theories162-165. However, this model cannot
be used to explain the extremely high carrier accumulations in ultra-thin
semiconductor catalysis observed in experiments. Inspired by the recently
developed ion-controlled electronics166-169, based on experimental observations, we
unraveled a universal self-gating phenomenon, and perform DFT analysis of the
spontaneous gating effect on the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) activity in MoS2
and its grain boundaries (GB). Our study provides a new insight into electronic
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origin of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface during electrocatalysis, paving the
way for designing high-performance semiconductor catalysts.
5.1.1. Introduction
The semiconductor-electrolyte interface governs the semiconductor
electrocatalytic behaviors.162-165 In fundamental electrochemistry, the Schottkyanalog junction is used to model the charge-transfer kinetics across the interface
during electrochemical reactions170-172, according to classic electron transfer
theories (e.g. Marcus theory173 and Gerischer Model174). In such case, the charge
transfer process is determined by the band alignment between the semiconductor
and the redox species, and the interface is considered fully active for such process.
On the other hand, from an electronics point of view, metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) junction or ionic gating is used to describe the semiconductor-electrolyte
interface, especially for the charge-transport modulation, in the emerging field of
ion-controlled electronics166,167. In this case, the interface is considered fully inert
without charge transfer process, and thus is capable of accumulating an extremely
high surface charge concentration (exceeding 1014 e cm-2) through a ultrahigh
electric field (in the order of 10 MV cm-1), making semiconductor highly
conductive166,167 or even superconductive175,176.
Recent works imply that the semiconductor electrocatalytic surface can be
considered as a mixture of “active” and “inert” regions, where the charge transfer
process mainly occurs at certain active crystal planes in bulk materials177-179, or at
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the atomically active sites (e.g. defects or edges) in ultra-thin materials180-182.
Unfortunately, such mixed interface cannot be well described by the Schottkyanalog junction or MIS junction. Therefore, it is desired to reveal the nature of
semiconductor-electrolyte interface.
Here, using the micro-cell based in-situ electronic/electrochemical
measurements, it’s found that the electrocatalytic reaction itself can strongly
modulate the surface conductance of semiconductor electrocatalysts, defined as selfgating. Such surface conductance can be modulated to be high-conductive (“on”) or
insulating (“off”), predetermining the electrocatalytic reactions. Our proposed
concept of self-gating can explain why ultrathin semiconductors can become highly
efficient electrocatalysts, although semiconductors have been predicted as non-ideal
catalysts due to their low intrinsic carrier concentration183. Importantly, the
experiments suggest that the self-gating phenomena could universally exist in
various semiconductors, such as two-dimensional (2D) transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), and one-dimensional (1D) n-type, p-type or bipolar Si
nanowires.
5.1.2. Experimental Facts
A four-electrode micro-cell (Figure 5.1 a)184,185 is used to simultaneously
collect the electronic and electrochemical signals of semiconductor electrocatalysts,
i.e., the in-situ electronic/electrochemical measurement. In a typical experiment,
ultra-thin TMD nanosheets180,182 are used as semiconductor electrocatalysts in the
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micro-cell. Figure 5.1 b shows the optical image of the fabricated micro-cell,
including (i) the overall setup, (ii) micro-electrochemical environment, and (iii) the
device. Importantly, the concept of self-gating can be used on various ultra-thin
semiconductor catalysts. Figure 5.1 d-f show the electronic signals (upper panels,
red curves) and the electrochemical signals (lower panel, green curves) of three
types of semiconducting TMDs with different majority charge carriers (electrons,
holes, and both). In the electronic measurements, MoS2, as an n-type semiconductor,
shows a threshold voltage of -50 mV vs RHE and an on/off ratio of 5×103 (Figure 5.1
d). The lower panels of Figure 5.1 d-f show the electrochemical measurements of ntype MoS2, p-type WSe1.8Te0.2, and bipolar WSe2. The n-type MoS2 is turned on by
self-gating at negative potential of -0.05 V vs RHE, and delivers a high conductance,
for example, 2.60 Ω mm at -0.19 V vs RHE, and thus shows HER activity (Figure 5.1
d). At positive potential, MoS2 is turned off with a low conductance (≈ 2975.6 Ω mm),
showing no electrochemical activity. These results suggest the electrochemical
reactions can only occur when the ultra-thin semiconductor catalysts are turned on
by self-gating. Otherwise, they behave like an insulator without any electrochemical
reactions when they are turned off by self-gating.
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Figure 5.1 − Demonstration of self-gating by in-situ electronic/electrochemical
measurement. a, Schematic of the micro-cell based in-situ
electronic/electrochemical measurement. Both the electronic signal (Ids,
conductance current) and electrochemical signal (Ic, reaction current) of the
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) nanosheet can be simultaneously
collected. Before in-situ electronic/electrochemical measurement, the types of
major charge carrier for each device are preidentified by back-gated
measurement (Vbg) on SiO2 (285 nm)/Si substrate. b, Optical image of the
micro-cell. (i): Overall setup with four electrodes. (ii): Zoom-in electrolyte
(0.5M H2SO4) droplet where the reaction occurs in this micro-electrochemical
environment. (iii) Zoom-in mechanical exfoliated TMDs device with a microsize reaction window through the poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA)
passivation. c, Typical electrochemical (y axis in black) and electronic (y axis
in red) signals of single-layer WS2 in hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at
varied bias potentials (Vds= 0, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 mV), showing the self-gating
phenomenon during electrocatalysis. Inset: the back-gated measurement on
the same device. d-f, In-situ electronic/electrochemical measurements of
three types of semiconductor electrocatalysts including n-type MoS2 (d), ptype WSe1.8Te0.2 (e), and bipolar WSe2 (f). The red curves in top panels are
from electronic measurements, and the green curves in bottom panels from
the electrochemical measurements. The arrows indicate the scan directions of
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the electrochemical potential (see scans 1 and 3 in Fig. S4). Notes that, since a
large bias voltage would compromise the electrochemical potential, the bias
voltage in all studies is kept at 50 mV to collect electronic signals and ensures
minimal interference to the electrochemical signals. n-type MoS2 (Catalyst I) is
turned on at negative electrochemical potential, and only delivers hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER). On the other hand, p-type WSe1.8Te0.2 (Catalyst II) is
turned on at positive electrochemical potential, and only delivers oxygen
evolution reaction (OER). Bipolar WSe2 (Catalyst III) is turned on both and
deliver HER and OER. Additionally, the Fermi level of bipolar WSe2 is tuned to
the band edges of the conduction band and the valence band by the positive
and negative electrochemical potentials, respectively, which can
experimentally identify its bandgap.

5.1.3. Results and Analysis
We examined the influence of the spontaneous gating on the intrinsic
activity186 of the semiconductor catalysts by first-principle calculations187. Taking
MoS2 as a model system, we compare the HER activities of the perfect sheet, edges
with different passivation (Mo or S)188, and grain boundaries (GBs) (Figure 5.2). The
structural optimizations were carried out by adopting the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchangecorrelation functional, along with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials.
The electronic wave functions were expanded in a plane wave basis set with the
kinetic energy cutoff of 300 eV. For the Brillouin zone integration, 1 × 5 × 1
Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes were used. The energy convergence criterion for
the electronic wavefunction was set to be 10−5 eV. A vacuum distance of about 10 Å
was chosen to guarantee a negligible spurious interaction between ribbons using
periodic boundary conditions, also a 10 Å vacuum distance between perpendicular
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layers. The spontaneous gating is considered using a jellium background. The charge
injection area density of - 0.74 to + 0.78 e nm-2 is used when the spontaneous gating
is considered in theory calculation. The hydrogen adsorption energy is defined as
∆EH = E(MoS2+H) - E(MoS2) - ½ E(H2)

Equation 5.1 − The hydrogen adsorption energy.

where E(MoS2+H) is the energy of the MoS2 system with H atom adsorbed, E(MoS2)
is that of the MoS2 system without H adsorbed, and E(H2) is that of gas phase H2
molecule. The hydrogen adsorption free energy ∆GH was defined as
∆GH = ∆EH + ∆EZPE -T∆SH

Equation 5.2 − The hydrogen adsorption free energy.

where ∆EH is the hydrogen adsorption energy, ∆EZPE is the zero-point energy
difference, T is the temperature, and ∆SH is the entropy difference of hydrogen
between the adsorbed state and the gas phase. The entropy of hydrogen adsorption
is calculated as ∆SH = ½ S(H2), where S(H2) is the entropy of hydrogen molecule in
the gas phase at standard conditions. We have calculated the vibrational frequencies
of H adsorbed on different MoS2 systems at various doping levels using finite
differences to determine the Hessian matrix. At room temperature, the correction
terms ΔEZPE - TΔSH for different MoS2 systems at various doping levels are listed in
Table 5.1. According to the Sabatier principle, a good catalyst should bind a key
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intermediate in a manner that it is strong enough to allow the reagents H staying on
MoS2 system for reaction but weak enough to enable the release of produced H2
molecules.
The GBs and edges induce mid-gap states that are most accessible for charges,
thereby making these line defects preferentially doped when the MoS2 sheet is gated
(Figure 5.3 a). Because of relatively low areal density of defects, the spontaneous
gating could result in a dramatic variation of the DOS near the Fermi level and in
turn lead to the modulation of the catalytic activities thereof, analyzed as follows.
The variation of ∆GH (as a widely recognized descriptor for HER) for MoS2 perfect
sheet, GBs and edges as functions of the doping level (q) varied by gate voltage are
summarized in Figure 5.3 b (detailed in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Table 5.1). We
note that ∆GH displays a notable dependence on q for GBs upon varying q from -0.74
to +0.78 e nm-2, which are further understood by their electronic structures (Figure
5.6). Specifically, the observed 5|7 GB has its ∆GH increased from -0.24 eV at neutral
to 1.62 eV at q = -0.54 e nm-2, with a superior modulation of -3.44 eV (e nm-2)-1,
indicating a high tunability of HER catalytic activities by the gating effect. Figure 5.3
c illustrates the modulation principle of the intrinsic activity of the semiconductor
catalyst in electrocatalytic reactions, which is attributed to an effective tuning of the
DOS near the Fermi level by the spontaneous gating. Prior works181,189 overlooked a
fact that a semiconductor catalyst is electron-doped at negative electrochemical
potentials (Vgate>0) while hole-doped at positive electrochemical potentials (Vgate<0).
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Given a semiconductor catalyst, we here suggest that the catalytic activity is not
constant but dynamically variable by the electrochemical potentials.
To understand their difference dependences of the doping levels, we
investigate the electronic structures of a 5|7 GB (high-dependent) and a Mo edge
with 100% S-passivated (low-dependent) at different doping levels. For the 5|7 GB
(Figure S18a), at the neutral state, localized mid-gap states appear within the bulk
band gap and are responsible for the enhanced binding of H on the GB. Negatively
charging the GB shifts the Fermi level upward, and decreases mid-gap states at the
Fermi level. This change explains why ∆GH decreases and gets to zero when the
system is more negatively charged. Indeed, our samples show a higher HER activity
when n-doped. Conversely, positive charge doping increases the mid-gap states at
Fermi level, which are even spin-polarized to enhance the binding of H on GB
resulting in a more negative ∆GH and degraded activity for a p-doped sample. This
mechanism can be applied to other GBs. In contrast, the DOS of edges are more
dispersive over a wide energy range, with a relatively uniform distribution around
the Fermi level (Figure S18b). Thus, gating cannot significantly change the DOS of
the edge states to end up a highly variable ∆GH.
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Figure 5.2 − Hydrogen adsorption in MoS2 system with different atomic
structures. (a) Mo 5|7 GB. (b) 6|8 GB. (c) 4|6 GB. (d) 8|4|4 GB. (e) Defected
8|4|4 GB. (f)-(h) Mo edge with 100% (f), 50% (g), 0% (h) S-passivated. (i)-(k) S
edge with 100% (i), 75% (j), and 50% (k) S-passivated. Green atom is Mo,
yellow atom is S, and blue is H.
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Figure 5.3 − Spontaneous gating modulated the intrinsic activity of
semiconductor catalysts. a, Schematic illustration of a gated MoS2 sheet, in
which charges (electron in this case) tend to accumulate at the defects (the
active sites) such as GB and edges. b, ∆GH of various structures of MoS2
catalysts as a function of q, showing the tunability of the intrinsic catalytic
activities by the gating effect. c, Schematic illustration of the modulation of the
intrinsic activity in semiconductor catalyst during electrocatalytic reactions,
which is attributed to the tuning of the DOS by the different electrochemical
potentials under the spontaneous gating. At positive electrochemical
potentials, the negative spontaneous gating (Vgate<0) decreases the DOS near
the Fermi level, leading to a hole doping of semiconductor catalyst. Similarly,
the negative electrochemical potential induces an electron doping of
semiconductor catalyst (Vgate>0).
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Figure 5.4 − Free energy (∆GH) versus the reaction coordinates of HER for the
different MoS2 catalysts at neutral (left, q = 0 e nm-2) and at a doping level of
0.1 electron injected per nm2 (right, q = -0.1 e nm-2).

Figure 5.5 − ∆GH for most of the catalysts in MoS2 system as a function of the
doping level.
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sheet

0.00
0.34
0.63
-0.58
-0.25
0.00
0.28
0.53
-0.47
-0.20
0.00
0.26
0.48
-0.72
-0.36
0.00
0.36
0.72

2554.60
2549.32
2547.80
2276.77
2268.02
2301.05
2337.86
2361.34
2412.22
2437.31
2465.51
2506.80
2495.04
1835.54
1924.02
2009.28
2173.04
2455.19

641.87
648.08
644.99
621.18
614.32
619.67
598.29
594.77
553.92
560.22
555.65
519.27
546.01
762.84
700.28
611.67
261.86
566.51

535.00
542.89
547.12
78.99
164.61
153.38
162.93
175.39
537.71
552.61
546.28
497.93
523.60
615.68
581.11
530.40
212.59
561.02

0.09
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.09

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.29
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.23
0.29

Table 5.1 − The correction terms of ΔEZPE - TΔSH and vibrational frequencies of
H adsorbed on different MoS2 catalysts at various doping levels.
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Figure 5.6 − Partial DOS projected onto the atoms in the vicinity of a 5|7 GB (a)
and a Mo edge with 100% S-passivated at selected doping levels.

5.2. Oxygen Evolution Reaction of Oxidized Laser-Induced
Graphene
This work has been published on Adv. Mater. 30, 1707319 (2018).190
An efficient metal-free catalyst is presented for oxygen evolution and
reduction based on oxidized laser-induced graphene (LIG-O).The oxidation of LIG by
O2 plasma to form LIG-O boosted its performance in the oxygen evolution reaction
(OER), exhibiting an increased activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The
oxygen-containing groups make essential contributions, not only by providing the
active sites, but also by facilitating the adsorption of OER intermediates and
lowering the activation energy.
5.2.1. Introduction
The ever-increasing demand for clean energy has led to extensive research
on the development of renewable energy technologies,191-193 such as fuel cells,194,195
hydrogen and oxygen production from water splitting,196-198 and rechargeable
metal-air batteries.199,200 The underlying chemical processes, including the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen reduction
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reaction (ORR), generally suffer from slow kinetics.201 Effective catalysts are
necessary to accelerate the reactions. Noble metals and metal oxides, such as Pt,
RuO2 and IrO2 are known to be very efficient.202-204 However, the high cost and
scarcity of the raw materials for these catalysts have slowed their mass production
and commercialization. The design and synthesis of efficient noble metal-free
catalysts remain a challenge.205 Recently, carbon nanomaterials doped with
heteroatoms such as B, N, P, and S have attracted extensive attention due to their
excellent electrocatalytic performance for OER and ORR.206-211 The modified
electroneutrality and charge modulation induced by heteroatoms have led to
enhanced electrocatalytic activity.212,213 For example, Qu et al. prepared nitrogendoped graphene by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) that shows excellent ORR
activity.214 Hu et al. demonstrated ORR, OER and HER activity from N and S codoped graphitic sheets.215 Lu et al. reported the enhanced OER performance from
multiwall carbon nanotubes treated by surface oxidation, hydrothermal annealing
and electrochemical activation.216 Although the metal-free catalysts have proven to
be promising candidates for electrocatalysis, the complicated and multi-step
synthetic process requiring CVD and hydrothermal reactions is a disadvantage for
large-scale applications. The facile synthesis of catalysts with excellent
electrocatalytic performance and understandable mechanistic behaviors remain of
interest.
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5.2.2. Experimental Facts
LIG is a 3D porous graphene material fused to a flexible substrate that is
prepared by a one-step laser scribing process on commercial polyimide (PI,
Kapton® ) film.217,218 LIG derived from PI is highly porous, and is easily formed in
the air at room temperature in a scalable process. The oxidation of LIG by an O2
plasma to form LIG-O boosted its OER performance, exhibiting an increased activity
for ORR. The oxygen-containing groups make essential contributions, not only by
providing the active sites, but also by facilitating the adsorption of OER
intermediates and lowering the activation energy. LIG-O and other oxidized
graphitic nanomaterials may be promising catalysts for various energy related
applications.
As depicted in Figure 5.7 a, the LIG-O was prepared by direct laser scribing
on Kapton® PI films followed by O2 plasma treatment, which is known to create
surface defects and oxygen-containing groups on carbon materials.219 According to
previous work on graphene, the LIG powder (removed from the PI substrate) was
heated at 750 °C in Ar for 2 h to remove most of the surface oxygen-containing
groups to produce annealed LIG (LIG-A).220,221 The highly porous filiform structure
of LIG was maintained in LIG-O after the O2 plasma treatment as shown in the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images in Figure 5.7 b. The typical multilayer
graphitic structure of LIG remained after either treatment, as revealed by the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images in Figure 5.7 c.
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Figure 5.7 − (a) Preparation of LIG-O. (b) SEM and (c) TEM images of LIG-O.

The OER activities of LIG-O, LIG and LIG-A were characterized in 1 KOH by
using a rotating disk electrode (RDE, glassy carbon (GC)) loaded with the catalyst
ink at 1600 rpm, with a Pt counter electrode and a Hg/HgO reference electrode. The
use of RDE was to ensure electrolyte mixing and fast removal of bubbles generated
at the catalyst surface. As shown by the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) results in
Figure 5.8 a, LIG was moderately active for OER while LIG-O showed a remarkably
lowered onset potential of 260 mV with enhanced current density (jGSA, current
normalized by the geometric surface area of the GC electrode). The jGSA of LIG-O
reached 10 mA/cm2 at a low overpotential of 364 mV; such a low value is
comparable to that of transition metal-based catalysts.222-226 Figure 5.8 b shows the
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Tafel plots derived from the LSV curves. The Tafel slope of LIG-O is 49 mV/dec,
which is lower than most metal-free catalysts, demonstrating the significantly
enhanced OER activity after O2 plasma treatment. LIG-A has a performance inferior
to LIG-O and LIG, with an onset potential of 290 mV and a Tafel slope of 117
mV/dec. Although the benchmark RuO2 has the lowest onset potential of 210 mV,
the higher Tafel slope of 67 mV/dec made its performance less competitive with
LIG-O at high current density.

Figure 5.8 − Electrochemical characterizations. (a) LSV curves of LIG-O, LIG,
LIG-A and a GC electrode recorded in 1 M KOH at a scan rate of 2 mV/s. (b)
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Tafel plots calculated from (a). (c) LSV curves with current normalized by the
EASA. (d) Stability test. Potential profile of LIG-O for bulk OER at 5 mA/cm2.

5.2.3. Results and Analysis
First-principles calculation was exploited to understand and quantify the
mechanism of OER catalysis at graphene edges.227,228 The spin-polarized density
functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab-initio
simulation package (VASP) code. As shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, the edge
sites on graphene were taken into consideration to determine the change of Gibbs
free energy to study the thermodynamic barriers during OER. The generally
considered four-electron oxidation pathway for OER in alkaline is shown as:229
M + OH- → M-OH* + eM-OH* + OH- → M-O* + H2O + eM-O* + OH- → M-OOH* + eM-OOH* + OH- → M + H2O + O2 + e-

Equation 5.3 − Four-electron pathway for OER in alkaline

where M is the active site and the star (*) means it is a surface state. In this fourelectron OER process, the step with maximum Gibbs free energy change (ΔG max) is
recognized as the thermodynamics-limiting step as shown in Figure 5.9 e. The For
the oxygen-free edges, the ΔGmax are higher than 1.27 eV (Table 5.2), which indicates
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a very high overpotential for OER. On the contrary, a low ΔGmax of 0.49 eV was found
for the oxygen-containing edges (hex-O-C). The LIG-O has abundant edges as
revealed by the TEM and EASA analyses, and thus has more active sites in good
contact with the electrolyte. The C=O moieties on or near the five/seven-membered
rings may also activate their neighboring carbon atoms to have higher OER activity,
since the distorted electron clouds around the five/seven-membered rings would be
more easily affected. An abundance of five/seven-membered rings are present in
LIG since it forms through a rapid cooling in the lasing process, making it kinetic
graphene-like.217 For instance, the ΔGmax of a pentagonal site is 0.72 eV and thus
these sites may be catalyzing OER as the overpotential increases (pen-O-C in Figure
5.9). These calculations show that the oxygen-defects may indeed significantly
enhance the OER performance of graphene edges.
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Figure 5.9 − DFT simulation results. Atomic structures and nonequivalent
sites at graphene edges with (a) oxygen adsorbed hexagon marked as hex-O-A,
-B, -C, -D, (b) oxygen adsorbed pentagon as pen-O-A, -B, -C, (c) hexagon as hexA, -B, (d) pentagon as pen-A, -B. Gray and red balls represent carbon and
oxygen atoms, respectively. (e) Gibbs free energy diagrams for OER on
nonequivalent graphene edge sites in alkaline solution under conditions of pH
14 and the maximum potential allowed by thermodynamics.
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Figure 5.10 − OER intermediates adsorption structures on edge sites with (a)
oxygen adsorbed hexagon marked as hex-O-A, -B, -C, -D, (b) oxygen adsorbed
pentagon as pen-O-A, -B, -C and (c) hexagon as hex-A, -B and pentagon as penA, -B. Gray and red balls represent the carbon and oxygen atoms, respectively.

sites

ΔGmax (eV)

sites

ΔGmax (eV)

hex-A
hex-B
hex-O-A
hex-O-B
hex-O-C
hex-O-D

1.55
1.32
2.66
1.42
0.49
1.78

pen-A
pen-B
pen-O-A
pen-O-B
pen-O-C

2.59
1.27
1.52
1.42
0.72
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Table 5.2 − OER catalytic sites at graphene edges and the corresponding
thermodynamics-limiting step barriers (ΔGmax).

5.3. Oxygen Reduction Reaction of Mn-Doped Graphene
This work has been published on Carbon 132, 623-631(2018).230
Heteroatom-doped metal-free graphene has been widely studied as the
catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Depending on the preparation
method and the dopants, the ORR activity varies ranging from a two-electron to a
four-electron pathway. The different literature reports are difficult to correlate due
to the large variances. However, due to the potential metal contamination, the origin
of the ORR activity from “metal-free” graphene remains confusing and inconclusive.
Here we decipher the ORR catalytic activities of diverse architectures on graphene
derived from reduced graphene oxide. The mechanistic origin of ORR activity is
focused to be associated with the trace manganese content and reaches its highest
performance at an onset potential of 0.94 V when manganese exists as a
mononuclear-centered structure within defective graphene. This study exposes the
deceptive role of trace metal in formerly thought to be metal-free graphene
materials. It also provides insight into the design of better-performing catalyst for
ORR by underscoring the coordination chemistry possible for future single-atom
catalyst materials.
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5.3.1. Introduction
Graphene and its hybrid materials have been shown to have much utility
across a diversity of fields including membranes231,232, electronics233 and
catalysis234,235 due to its excellent chemical, mechanical and electronic properties236238.

In particular, heteroatom-doped metal-free graphene is suggested as the

candidate in ORR fuel cells due to its performance being comparable to that of
scarce platinum239-242. Numerous studies have been conducted to improve its
catalytic activity from a two-electron to a four-electron oxygen reduction
process239,240,243-245. However, the designation of “metal-free” has been controversial
due to the potential contamination of metals from the precursor, reactant or
reaction vessels. For example, encapsulated trace iron within carbon nanotubes was
found to enhance the catalytic activity, and removal of iron results in an inferior
performing material243,246,247. By using more sensitive analytical techniques such as
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS), researchers have successfully detected manganese signals
in reduced graphene oxide (rGO) synthesized using Hummer’s method248,249. The
trace concentrations are below the detection limits of common tools such as X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Is it possible that the
ORR activity of “metal-free” graphene comes from the trace manganese
contamination248?
In this work, graphene-based materials with different structures were
synthesized and their ORR catalytic activities were determined. This includes
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nitrogen-doped graphene (NG), NG containing manganese oxide nanoparticles and
Mn mononuclear-centered architectures within graphene. Those trace metalcontaining materials were found to be highly active in reducing O2 into OH- through
a four-electron process. The work permits the rationalization of an otherwise
convoluted literature on the topic of “metal-free” electrocatalysis on graphene.
These results will be of significance for the engineering of higher-performing ORR
catalysts, and could have important implications in future development of
graphene-based catalysts for other reaction systems.
5.3.2. Experimental Facts
The graphene-based catalysts with different Mn content and ligands were
prepared as shown in Figure 5.11 a. Pristine GO was synthesized using the
Improved Hummers protocol250. After that, the GOn was self-assembled into an
aerogel by a hydrothermal reaction in HPLC grade water and then transformed into
NG by annealing in NH3/Ar at 750 °C. The samples prepared were termed NGn (n =
1 – 6). In a control experiment, we also ran the GO1 hydrothermal reaction in
alkaline media (aqueous NH4OH) to trigger the formation of MnOx nanoparticles,
and then performed the same nitrogen doping. The control sample synthesized in
alkaline media was assigned as NG1a.
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Figure 5.11 − Synthesis of materials and characterization by XPS and TEM. a,
Reaction scheme for the synthesis of NGn and NG1a. b, XPS survey spectra of
NGn and NG1a. c, Atomic concentrations of C, N, O determined by XPS. No
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apparent Mn signal is detected by XPS in NGn, (n = 1-6). The Mn content in
NG1a is ~ 2.5 at%. d, TEM image of NG1 with no apparent nanoparticles on the
graphene surface. The scale bar is 20 nm. e, TEM image of NG1a on a lacey
carbon grid with ~5 nm diameter nanoparticles distributed on graphene. The
scale bar is 200 nm.

The Mn content in these samples was characterized using various techniques
with different detection limits. No apparent Mn signal was detected in NGn using
conventional analytical tools such as XPS or TEM (Figure 5.11 b-e). As shown in
Figure 5.11 b, only NG1a shows the presence of Mn in the XPS survey spectrum. The
atomic concentrations of elements are summarized in Figure 5.11 c. All the NGn
have similar compositions of 90% C, 3.5% N, 6.5% O and no detectable Mn. NG1a
has 2.5 at% Mn and higher contents of N and O at 6.3 at% and 13 at%, respectively.
It is possible that the NGn hydrothermal reaction removed some of the Mn.
Microscopic imaging can provide direct visual information regarding the
surface morphology of the materials. However, due to low resolution and the low
contrast of C and Mn atoms, traditional TEM analysis cannot detect the atomic
features of metals. As shown in Figure 5.11 d, the TEM image of NG1 reveals a
graphene surface without any apparent nanoparticles. The control NG1a surface
clearly contains many nanoparticles with a size distribution of ~ 5 nm (Figure 5.11
e). In combination with the spectroscopy data and XPS and TEM analyses, the
evidence could readily lead to the conclusion that the heteroatom-doped graphene
synthesized by this conventional method is metal-free.
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The catalytic activities of different structures on NG were evaluated in O2saturated 0.1 M KOH solution using a rotating-disk electrode (RDE, Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.12 a,b display the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of NGn under different
rotating speeds. The electron transfer numbers extrapolated from the linear fitting
of the Koutechy-Levich plots (insets of their corresponding LSV) at the selected
potentials are summarized in Figure 5.12 d235,251. For NG1, where single atoms and
few-atom clusters are present, the number of electrons in the ORR is ~3.9. The
electron process reaches its maximum at 4.0 for NG2, in which the Mn mononuclearcentered architecture dominates, and then deceases to ~ 3.0 for NG3 and NG4, in
which the abundance of mononuclear features decreases. For NG6, which
represents the essentially metal-free NG structure, the number of electrons is only
~2.5, which indicates the oxygen is mainly reduced to peroxide. For the
nanostructure MnOx in NG1, oxygen is reduced by a 3.1 electron process. The
performance of NG1a lies between the reported values of MnOx from 1.7 to 3.9,
which are dependent on the crystallinity and structural composition245,252,253. The
ORR catalytic activity of NGn and NG1a are further analyzed by comparing their LSV
at 1225 rpm (Figure 5.12 e) and the result is summarized in Figure 5.12 f. The onset
potentials for NG2, NG6 and NG1a are 0.94, 0.73 and 0.83 V, respectively. This
suggests that the mononuclear structure requires less energy for the initiation of
ORR than those of NG and nanostructured MnOx. Both NG1 and NG2 exhibit a much
higher current density in the 0.0 to 0.6 V potential window. The current densities at
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0.4 V and 0.6 V decrease gradually from NG2 to NG6, which correlates with the Mn
concentrations determined by ICP-MS.

Figure 5.12 − ORR activity of NGn and NG1a. Rotating-disk voltammograms of
a, NG2, b, NG6, c, NG1a in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1.
Inset shows the corresponding Koutechy-Levich plots at different potentials.
d, Summary of the electron number process for ORR at indicated potential
calculated from their Koutechy-Levich plots. The red dashed line is the NG1a
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sample, and the grey dashed lines indicate the full (4 e-) and half (2 e-) oxygen
reduction. e, Linear sweep voltammetries of NGn and NG1a at 1225 rpm in O2saturated 0.1 M KOH at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1. f, Comparison of ORR activities
of NGn and NG1a.

5.3.3. Results and Analysis
To understand the mechanism of these ORR catalytic behaviors, spinpolarized density DFT calculations were performed using Vienna ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP)227 code. ORR catalytic activities on four types of
samples, graphene, NG, Mn mononuclear-centered NG, and MnO2 crystal surface,
were taken into consideration. In alkaline solution ORR follows the associative
rather than the dissociative mechanism as steps254-257:
𝑂2 + 2𝐻2 𝑂 + ∗ + 4𝑒 − → 𝑂2∗ + 2𝐻2 𝑂 + 4𝑒 −
𝑂2∗ + 2𝐻2 𝑂 + 4𝑒 − → 𝑂𝑂𝐻 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻 − + 3𝑒 −
𝑂𝑂𝐻 ∗ + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻 − + 3𝑒 − → 𝑂∗ + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑂𝐻 − + 2𝑒 −
𝑂∗ + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑂𝐻 − + 2𝑒 − → 𝑂𝐻 ∗ + 3𝑂𝐻 − + 𝑒 −
𝑂𝐻 ∗ + 3𝑂𝐻 − + 𝑒 − → 4𝑂𝐻 − + ∗

Equation 5.4 − Four-electron pathway for ORR in alkaline

The Gibbs free energy diagrams of the ORR intermediates bound on different
samples under the conditions of pH 14 are shown in Figure 5.13. According to the
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Sabatier principle, a good catalyst should bind a key intermediate in a manner that it
is strong enough to allow the reagents to stay on samples for reaction but weak
enough to enable the release of products. The Gibbs free energy diagram indicates
that the intermediates are bound so weakly on graphene that the highest barrier is
1.37 eV. It has been reported that Mn-oxo (Mn = O) species are active in various
catalytic reactions258,259, thus 3 relaxed Mn-oxo (Mn = O) species were proposed as
the initial states for ORR, and shown in Figure 5.13 b-d. The Gibbs free energy
diagrams present that these Mn-oxo species exhibit stronger adsorption ability of
ORR intermediates than graphene, resulting in significant decrease of the reaction
barriers. The rate-determining step barriers are 0.84 eV, 0.52 eV and 0.68 eV for
Mn-oxo-N2O2, Mn-oxo-N3O1 and Mn-oxo-N4, respectively, implying that they are
much more active for ORR catalysis. For comparison, the structure of NG was
generated from Mn-oxo-N4 with Mn = O removed, and after relaxation it
reconstructed as shown in Figure 5.13 e. From the view of the Gibbs free energy
diagram, NG also has stronger adsorption ability of ORR intermediates than does
graphene, but its rate-determining step barrier is still high at 1.57 eV. For the case of
the MnO2 crystal surface, we focused on the stable and preferentially exposed βMnO2 crystal (110) surface. It has been well-established that in alkaline media the
most thermodynamically stable state of this surface is full coverage with splitting
H2O260,261, and we took the most stable state as the initiation of ORR, as in
Supplementary Figure 5.14 f. The Gibbs free energy diagram shows the weak
binding of ORR intermediates on the β-MnO2 crystal (110) surface, and the highest
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barrier is 1.32 eV. All the ORR intermediates adsorption structures on four types of
samples are provided in Supplementary Figure 5.14 a-e,g. These DFT results
illustrate that the Mn mononuclear-centered NG architectures significantly
enhances the ORR performance of graphene.
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Figure 5.13 − ORR activities predicted by DFT simulation. a, Gibbs free energy
diagram for ORR on different samples under conditions of pH 14 and the
maximum potential allowed by thermodynamics. Atomic structures of b, Mnoxo-N2O2, c, Mn-oxo-N3O1, d, Mn-oxo-N4 and e, NG. Grey, blue and red balls
represent C, N and O elements, respectively.
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Figure 5.14 − ORR intermediates adsorption structures. a, graphene, b, Mnoxo-N2O2, c, Mn-oxo-N3O1, d, Mn-oxo-N4, e, N-doped graphene, f, The most
stable β-MnO2 crystal (110) surface with full coverage of splitting H2O, and g,
β-MnO2 crystal (110) surface. Gray, blue, red purple and white atoms
represent for C, N, O, Mn and H, respectively.
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The structural optimizations were carried out by adopting the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchangecorrelation functional, along with the projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials.
The electronic wave functions were expanded in a plane wave basis set with the
kinetic energy cutoff of 300 eV. For the Brillouin zone integration, 2 × 2 × 1
Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes were used. The energy convergence criterion for
the electronic wavefunction was set to be 10−5 eV. A vacuum distance of about 10 Å
was chosen to guarantee a negligible spurious interaction between layers.
It has been proposed that254,256 the free energy of O2 is derived as G(O2) =
2G(H2O) - 2G(H2) + 4.92 eV, where 4.92 eV is taken from the free energy change of
reaction O2 + 2H2 → 2H2O under the standard condition. The free energy of OH- is
determined as G(OH-) = G(H2O) - G(H+) assuming H+ + OH- → H2O is in equilibrium.
The free energy of H+, G(H+), is that of half of hydrogen molecule, 1/2G(H2).At a pH
different from 0, G(H+) is corrected by the concentration dependence of the entropy,
G(pH) = kTLn[H+] = -kTLn10 × pH. The effect of the bias is included for all states
involving electrons in the electrode, by shifting the energy of this state by -neU,
where n and U are the number of electrons involved and the electrode potential,
respectively. Under these approximations, the maximum potential achieved by
thermodynamics is ~0.4 eV at pH = 14, which is consistent with the standard
reduction potential of the ORR in alkaline solution. The Gibbs free energies of
intermediates at U = 0 V is determined as ΔG = ΔE + ΔZPE - TΔS, where ΔE, ΔZPE and
ΔS are the difference in total DFT energies, zero point energies due to reactions, and
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the change of the entropy. ΔE are taken from DFT calculations, ΔZPE and ΔS are
taken from references254.
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